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Keg party rioting
Pikecoming reduced to chaos after large group of
attendees cause damage, assault volunteers
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor

The usual tomfoolery and
of
Pikecoming
hi jinks

quickly turned ugly at the
annual event this past weekend when crowd control
problems led to rioting by
attendees.
With
approximately
1.650 people in attendance,
the night took a turn for the
worst when the kegs ran dry
and people began to line up
to board one of the twelve
buses Pi
Kappa
Alpha
Fraternity had booked for
the evening-.
By the end of the night,
damages exceeded a thousand dollars and included
$900 in unreturned deposits
for buses, which will go
towards the replacement of a.
rear window broken by one
of the rioters in one of the
buses and $700 to replace a
radio for Student Services.

Hired Foot Patrol. BACCHUS
and ERT members were continually spit on and verbally
harassed while doing' their
best to control the crowd.
"My job isn't to be spit on
and told that I'm a bitch and
a slut," said Jayna Patel,
BACCHUS Co-oi'dinator.
Rowdiness began in the
line-up as impatience and
intoxication mixed to create
chaos and the unruliness

continued to occur after the
vandalism took place and
the bus drivers took it upon
themselves to discontinue
their services and refused to
pick up any more people
because of the broken window incident.

"My job isn't to be
spit on and told
that I'm a bitch and
a

slut."

-Jayna Patel,
BACCHUS Co-ordinator
With 450 people stranded
at the Bod and Gun Club in
Elmira, the event's location,
the crowd was frustrated as
attendees were pushing hi a
poorly organized line that
saw everyone shoved together.
Eventually, members of
Student Services as well as
students hi these organizations and other campus
groups who attended the
party for fun made the decision to make a human chain
in order to keep students out
of oncoming* traffic.
Two police officers who
were monitoring the event
in its entirety as well as
three other officers at the
most, ordered the buses back

to the event and students
began boarding' the buses
and heading- home hours
after they had started to
lineup.
Once people were aboard
the buses the verbal abuse
continued arid people were
also found urinating' and
vomiting' while on the bus.
"I am totally disappointed
with the behaviour of the
students," said Beth Polai.
of Sharp Bus
manager
Lines. "The drivers tried to
make the best they could out
of the worst situation."
Among' the group of
those waiting- for buses at
the time the riots broke out
were members of Lauriers
Orientation
Week
Committee. Some have been
accused of participating in
the riots.
"Some students stood out
because of their positions
within the Lanrier community," commented Patel.
When

asked

about

WLUSU and the potential
tarnishing' of their image
because of the involvement
of these student leaders, Dan
Herman. WLUSU President,
said that he was still trying
to piece together a multitude
of reports he has received
from individuals over the
past few days.
matter
"Names
don't
much," Herman said. "To

Bryan Harkies

Many frustrated students walked home after the event, impending
the path of buses that were too crowded to carry them.
have a couple people centered out isn't important, it's
the volunteers that were
there that I am worried

about."
"There's a level of respect
that just didn't occur that
night," he continued. "That's
my biggest concern."
This was the ninth annual Pikecoming- the fraternity
organized. Each year the
proceeds from the event,
after costs, go to St. Mary's
Hospital. There is a typical

donation of $2 000 made to
the hospital and an approxi-

mate profit of $2,000 to
$2,500 kept by the Pike's to
sustain other parties held
throughout the year and
other small donations are
made to Student Services.
This year the profit made
will go to paying for damages and the $2,000 will still
be donated to St. Mary's,
regardless of expenses.

Local candidates debate election
With election near, MPP hopefuls
gather at WLU to discuss issues
MICHAEL OVERHOLT
Cord News

Early Monday afternoon a
panel of the local provincial
candidates running in the
upcoming election made an
appearance in the Paul
Martin Centre for a routine
debate. Laurier professor
Barry Kay mediated the
event that saw the PMC left
with standing room only
well before many of the candidates even arrived.
The panel consisted of
two candidates from each
party, with the exception of
the PC party whose only representative was the current
MPP
Elizabeth
Witmer.
Rounding out the panel
were
Sean
Strickland
(Liberal). Deborah Whale
(Liberal), Brent Bouteiller
(Green). Pauline Richards
(Green), Dan Lajoie (NDP).
and Laurier's
own
Dr.
Richard
Walsh-Bowers
(NDP).
After opening comments,
none more entertaining then
Walsh-Bowers' flamboyant
introduction, representatives from faculty, staff, and
student organizations posed
questions for the candidates.

A key concern of many stu-

dents is what will happen

when the current tuition cap
expires in 2004/05. which

currently allows tuition to
rise no more then 2% a year.
of
Meghan
Doherty
WLUSU raised the first
question wondering* what
the candidates planned to do
after this happens. Liberal
hopeful Sean Strickland
promised to back party policy of a two year tuition
freeze while retaliating to an
attack by NDP candidate
Walsh-Bowers pointing- out
that while Bob Rae was in
power they raised tuition
42%. an interesting point
considering* the NDP promise to cut tuition ten percent.
Student Paul Tambeau
later pointed out that while
Sean Strickland sat on
Laurier's
Board
of
Governors he consistently
voted to raise tuition. PC
candidate Elizabeth Witmer
spoke of re-capping tuition
at two percent, as well as
improvements" in student
loans and an emphasis on
improving the economy so
that there will be jobs available for students once they
graduate.

Both the Faculty and
Staff associations were concerned with what the candidates planned on doing for
funding post secondary education in Ontario. Green
party candidates spoke of
the Green Tax shift that
would see taxes move away

from income to pollution
and waste management hoping that it would improve
the
environment
and
increase tax revenues so
that more money would be
available to invest, in education.
The PC, NDP and Liberal

candidates all
more support

promised
from the
province but shifted the burden onto the federal government's shoulders saying
that the transfers we are
getting aren't enough.

Continued on page 5

Mandy Dennison

Elizabeth Witmer gives her opinion on the issues of the upcoming election while wearing what
appears to be an alligator on her back... no wait, that's just her blouse. Ouch.
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BOD divided on student levy
Director Piscitelli's motion in response to deregulation
sparks debate in WLUSU Board of Directors meeting
JENNIFER ASSELIN

News Editor

A recent motion revolving
around the funds accrued in
the Student Life Levy have
further divided this year's
Wilfrid Laurier University

Students' Union Board of
Directors.
The motion, brought forth
at the September 24th BOD
meeting", reads:
"Be it resolved that, the
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union will require
Wilfrid Laurier University to
direct all funds from the
Student Life Levy into the
pool of general tuition bursaries that are given to students in second term."
Th is motion would mean
that all the money coming* in
from the Levy would go
directly to bursaries and
nothing else.
Piscitelli.
Anthony
WLUSU BOD member, proposed the idea in answer to
the recent passing* of the
motion, by Senate on deregulation and his concern of
accessibility for students.

"We've been ignored by
administration,"
said
Piscitelli when presenting*
his ease, also mentioning* the
fact that the levy could be
seen as a weapon.
Currently the Student Life
Levy is a fee of $36.68 for

Christine Cherry

Director Piscitelli put forth the
motion in the meeting.
full-time students and $9.17
for part-time students. The
money goes towards three
major areas: funding the
1995 expansion of the Fred
Centre,
Nichols
Campus
and
scholarship
bursary

new Dean

Contributed Photo

Arai, has been given the chal-

lenge of helping Brantford cope
with issues of growth issues.
to Brantford was the introduction of two residence
buildings.
Despite the student population situation at the campus, the new Associate Dean
was enthusiastic about new
ideas that would increase the
popularity of the Brantford
campus, particularly "introducing some new popular
programs [such as] criminology and possibly journalism
or digital production."
When asked, in the vein of
rapid growth and planned
continual
of
growth
Brantford, about the possibility of Brantford becoming a
separate institution from
WLU in the future, Arai
noted that "Anything is possible; however, I don't believe
it would be in the best interests of either Brantford. or
Laurier."

Write Cord News
cord@wiusp.com

-

win."

Herman and Welker
were taken aback as neither
of them were consulted on
the motion before Piscitelli
put it forward.
"I look at it as a learning
thing," said Herman after the

meeting*. "Steve is someone
who needs to be consulted on
something like that."
Discussion ensued among*
Board members with many
members taking* an immediate
stance
the
against
motion.
"If all the money goes to
bursaries, the school as a
whole
will
deteriorate,"
remarked San jay Pottinger, a
member of the BOD.
"We have to be willing* to
fight for
[accessibility],"
argued Piscitelli.
Other members pointed
out that if all the money were
to be given solely to financial
aid, there would be many
areas not receiving the
money and they would have
to look at where, in fact, the
money wasn't going.
Bryn Boyce, a fellow BOD
member, motioned to suspend the decision in order to
allow for further discussion
and the motion was passed
with a unanimous vote.
After
the
meeting

Contributed Photo

"Trying to play this game we
will not win."- WLUSU VP: Welker
Lyndsey Jones, Vice-Chair of
-

the BOD

commented, "With
an $8.5 million agreement,
the President and VP should
be contacted before bringing
forward a motion of that
magnitude."
"I personally would not
support putting it all towards
bursaries,"
said
Jones.
"These funds go to helping
the entire student population, not just those who need
bursaries."
After the motion was
tabled, another was put forth,
which would see an ad hoc
committee created by WLUSU
to further deal with deregula-

tion at Laurier. This motion
was passed with 12 in favour
and two abstentions.

Wellhauser runs!
News Editor

FRASER KING
Staff Writer

Waterloo, we lack the space to
grow significantly," and of
the current situation, Aral
noted that "as it is we are
jamming students in classrooms now."
Much like the Waterloo
campus, Brantford is in the
process of physical growth
through small acquisitions of
land and buildings, specific

Members quickly questioned the motion.
"I find it absolutely amazing that you use the term
weapons," said Dan Herman,
WLUSU President, "This is
used to help students. To use
this as political leverage is
wrong."
"The University has many
more weapons," said Steve
Welker,
WLUSU
Vice
President:
Finance
and
Administration. "Trying to
we will not
play this game

JENNIFER ASSELIN

Bruce Arai named new Associate
Dean of Brantford; hired to combat
growth issues at satellite campus

Associate Dean held that "We
are in the same situation as

-

-

spent.

Brantford gets

Unmanageable growth and
student overcrowding' are
problems that extend beyond
WLU, these problems extend
into WLU Brantford,
The
satellite
campus,
which has experienced a
seven-fold increase in student
population since its inception, has recently appointed a
new Associate Dean to help
manage the increase in students by way of aiding- the
curriculum development and
teaching* courses.
The new dean, Bruce Aral,
was
formerly
heavily
involved within the Waterloo
campus, both through teaching and being a member of
several committees. The new
associate dean was lauded by
Leo Groarke, Dean of Laurier
Brantford. who said that
Aral's experience and talent
"will be a bonus to Laurier
Brantford," and "his dedication to research and teaching*
makes him a perfect fit for
our needs."
Much like the Waterloo
campus, Brantford is a relatively small school; however,
just as Waterloo, Brantford is
in the process of increasing'
student enrollment. When
asked
about
continual
growth for Brantford, the

funds and increased computer and library acquisitions.
The impact of such a
motion would be tremendous
as the Levy amounts to
approximately $8.5 million.
With the money
in its
entirety going* to bursaries,
other areas of the school
would lose funding* it relies
on each year. The motion
would also affect WLUSU's
relationship with administration since ultimately the two
work together to decide
where the money will be

Both

Past
Wilfrid
Laurier
University Students' Union
Vice President: University
Affairs, David Wellhauser,
has upped the ante in the
election
municipal
by
announcing- his candidacy
for Ward 5 City Councilor for
the City of Waterloo.
The Municipal election,
on
which
takes
place
November 10th. will see
Wellhauser, 25, running on a
platform, which touches
upon such issues as property
standards,
community
health and transportation.
With his experience in
student politics behind him,
Wellhauser is determined to
make a difference in the
community. He was born and
raised in the area, received
his BA from Wilfrid Laurier
University and completed his
Masters
at the
Degree
University of Waterloo.
"'I have the energy, passion, experience and knowledge for this position." said
Wellhauser
emphasizing
that he feels his young age is
advantageous as opposed to
a hindrance. "I have more
energy and a lot of determination,"
continued

Wellhauser, "and I don't have
a family yet."
Wellhauser has sat on
several municipal communities and said that politicians
were
present.
never
However, if elected, he proclaimed that he would be an

avid visitor of such meeting's.
"A lot of things are get-

"I got results at
Laurier and I'll get
results at Ward 5

with the
community that I
represent."
-David Wellhauser, Ward 5
Candidate
ting worse instead of better,"
tie said, noting pesticide
exposure especially regarding children being an important issue.
Wellhanser is especially
elated because Laurier falls
within the Ward 5 range and
given his background of
being WLUSU VP: University
Affairs from 2001 to 2003 he
feels this will be an advantage. He pointed out that the
~

elected councilor sits on
WLU's Board of Governors,
making' important decisions
that effect students. As
someone who is against

tuition deregulation of tho
School of Rusiness's BBA
program this could be of
interest to students who are
concerned with rising fees,
"I will show up [to BOG
meeting's], work to build
partnerships and solve these

problems

-

do the work," he

said,

*We
need
to
build
bridges," said Wellhauser,
"not burn them."
studied
Wellhauser
Political Science for six years
and feels as though he is at a
point in his life where his
young* age is a "bonus". "I
don't have the same kind of
obstacles as the other candidates," he said. "I do have a
job, but my schedule is very
flexible," he continued.
"We need people who can

get results and won't be

intimidated by a lot of work."
"I don't see myself as a
politician but as a community advocate," Wellhauser
said, "I got results at Laurier
and I'll get results at Ward 5
with the community that I
represent."

Jennifer Asselin
Wellhauser, former WLU and UW student, has thrown his lot into the race for Ward 5 City Councilor.
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First of the Month:

Don't let the rain fall down on you, bring along the ol' brolly

Business
is good
for
WLUSU

Trailer Park karaoke
WLU alumni
Tarasco sings

graph.
This past Saturday, The
Cord Weekly had the honour
to catch up with Taraseo and
speak with him about his
Laurier experiences. Taraseo,
who played varsity football
while at Laurier, seemed glad
to be back on campus.
When asked how it felt to be
back at WLU, Taraseo only
had good things to say. "It
feels fantastic, like I never
left.,,l've been treated great."
Even though he lives in
Halifax, Taraseo has kept up
to date on many current
issues in the Laurier community. On these matters he
seemed more skeptical about
changes on campus since he
went here. "None of it
(change) seems to be in
favour of the students."
As for the topic of deregulation which is the current
hot button issue on campus,
Taraseo had nothing but contempt for the idea. He even
went so far as to call deregulation "a fancy word for
money grab." While Taraseo
has not been a student at
Laurier in over twenty years,
lie still cares about the future
students of his old school.
festivities,
After
the
Taraseo returned to his home
in Halifax where he has his
own security company called
Shadow Security, which he
balances with his job as Sam.
Taraseo has just recently finished filming- the new season
of "Trailer Park Boys" for

karaoke with
tribute club.
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer

The Waterloo "Trailer Park
Boys" Tribute Club hosted a
special "Karaoke Contest for
World Peace" recently where
the special guest was Laurier
alumni Sam Tarasco, who's
better know for his role as
Sam Laseoe on the hit
Showcase series "Trailer Park
Boys."
The evening- began with a
large group of individuals
racing* to stage in order to
sing some of the weirdest
songs known to university
students. The contest officially kicked off when Tarasco
entered one hit wonder territory with his rendition
"Mambo #5".
The event progressed and
before long, classics such as
"Hey Jude" and "Stairway to
Heaven" were being sung by
the progressively drunk participants.
The highlight of the night
took place when two attendees. dressed as the "Trailer
Park Boys" characters Julian
and
were
Bubbles,
approaclied by a gentleman
who had too much to drink
and who wanted an auto-

*

Bl

Business at the Turret and
Wilfs lias been, "very good"
for the first few weeks of the
2003-04 school year, accordto
McMahon,
Mike
ing
General Manager of WLUSU.
But it has not necessarily
been better than previous
years, even with the substantial increase in students at
Laurier.
McMahon says that in
general, all of the other businesses owned and operated
by the Student's Union have
seen a 30% jump in sales,
which matches the influx of
first-years.
Although a lot of firstyears are under the legal
drinking age and aren't bigspenders in Laurier's on-campus bars, it hasn't caused
profits to decrease. In past
years, the Turret and Wilfs
basically operated at capacity,
so there wasn't much room
for growth.
"WLU didn't start standing for 'We Line Up' in 2003,"
jokes McMahon.
Currently, anyone who is
not 19 and is a Laurier student can go to Wilfs or the
Turret if they sign a contract

Showcase.

Colin

Duft'ett

Despite the increase in underage students, sales at The Turret and
Wilf's are par for the course as venues continue to fill up at night.
at the door which states that
they will not drink alcohol.
Contract signing can also be
done in advance at the Turret
on Wednesdays during the
day. These contracts only
need to be signed once per

term.

Underage students must
also wear a bracelet and have
a marked \X' on one hand.
"Students have been very
willing to participate in the
process," says McMahon.
But with a limit of 80
underage students in the
Turret and 40 in Wilfs, not
everyone can get in. "Some
people leave disappointed and
our staff don't like turning
people away," he admits.
McMahon says that the
bars are generally at the limit
of underagers between 10:30
pm and 12:30 am. His advice
to underage students is to
know the policies and be
there early.
"Offering venues where
all students on campus are
welcome is a service we're
proud to offer." he says.

The busiest nights at the
Turret continue to be "Turret
Thursdays" with top 40 and
dance music and the allShow
request
"Big
Saturdays".
"Saturday nights have
been fantastic," says Dan
Herman, President and CEO
of WLUSU. He says that lineups are a bit shorter on
Most
Thursday
nights.
"Special Event Fridays" have
also been successful.
"Turret Unlimited," the
first all ages night, will be
held October Bth. The nonalcoholic event, featuring
music,
was
games and
planned after Herman talked
to some Residence Life Dons
to see what first year students wanted.
"This is a way that we can
show the students that they
can have an awesome time

without
drinking,"
says
Herman. "It's important for
the people who encourage
students not to drink to facilitate a venue for an event like
this to happen."
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Howard Hampton and the NDP's Practical Solutions for
Post-Secondary Education in Ontario:
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APRIL CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer
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Eight Years of

Conservative
government
are over

October 2, 2003

1- Immediately decrease tuition by 10%
2. Roll back and re-regulate professional and graduate tuitions, including Laurier's
Business Program.
3. Reinvest in our Universities and Colleges, to bring Ontario's funding to at least the national
average (currently Ontario is almost at the bottom of the list in North America...).
a new student assistance program so that all who qualify receive assistance.
Implement
4.
5. Provide up-front grant assistance to students in need, and also help those receiving Ontario
Disability Support Program or social assistance benefits or those who are part-time students.
6 Say NO to private Universities. Keep the money where it belongs: in our Public Universities
and Coileges
4
Thinking of votmg
Liberal? Thmk again:
"... Liberals have
promised to freeze university and college tuition for at least two years...
But Mr. McGuinty said yesterday that he would be willing to delay that freeze if the finances
don't add up." Globe and Mail, September 25, 2003
~
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CHANGE IS COMING
Make sure you get
the change you want.
dan

lajoie
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Where's the love? Students lead march
A survey of Waterloo reactions
regarding same-sex marriage
BRANDON CURRIE
Staff Writer

Evangelical churches have
been some of the most vocal
opponents to the federal government's same-sex legislation.
However.
Allison
believes that tolerance and
love supersede condemnation
and anger over the issue.
"I see scripture as being
clearly against homosexuality, but with equal clarity it
expresses that all people are
to show love for all individuals, regardless of what they
d0...1 serve a God who is the
most tolerant being in existence, so I must also be tolerant. In the same way, all I ask
is that people be tolerant of
my stance."
However,
Christian
groups have not been the
only denomination that has
weighed in on the same-sex
Muslim
marriage.
Many
nations and their Diaspora
have also condemned gay
marriage.
Dr. M.I. Elmasry, UW
Computer Science professor
and
President
of
the
Canadian Islamic Congress,
echoed Franz's concerns over
the semantics of the same-sex
debate. "I think if they (the
federal government) called it
something other than marriage, Canadian Muslims
would not have a problem
with that."
Although Elmasry said,
that no Canadian Muslims
view homosexuality as a
"moral act," he suggests that
many see it as a "liberty
issue" with which Muslims
can sympathize, given their
own struggles with obtaining
civil liberties.
AM Ahmed, a senior member of the Muslim Student's

Since the landmark decision
of the Ontario Supreme Court
in early June that extended
marriage rights to homosexuals, the issue has been
debated everywhere. Well,
almost everywhere. It was
argued in the media, the
House
of Commons, the
Provincial Legislature and
even the United Nations.
But where has it been in
Waterloo? At Laurier?
"Largely absent," says
Paul
Ellingham,
WLU's
United Church Chaplain, who
was presiding over a samesex marriage the same day
that I spoke with him.
It seems that despite
Waterloo's
conservativeChristian heritage and many
churches per capita, opposition to gay marriage has
been less than expected for a
community considered to be
in the middle of a Canadian
'Bible Belt.' However, inaction
should not be taken for apathy, as many have vocalised
highly opinionated—yet tolerant attitudes.
In my survey of local community religious organizations and leaders, the consensus was that gays should be
allowed to express their love
in some kind of legal union,
with the larger issue being
what to call that unification.
"The conservative clergy
have
to
rally
tried
people...without much success," elaborated Ellingham.,
an outspoken supporter of
gay marriage. "I think young
people (students) ask 'What's
the issue?'...their most pertinent question is
Association at
if the (same-sex)
UW, concurred
that the stucouple actually I serve a God who
kiss at the end of is the most tolerant dent
Muslim
the wedding."
community
Jonathan. being in existence,
disapproves of
Schmidt, WLU's
gay unions but
I must also be
that
Evangelical so
accepts
Lutheran tolerant.
other should be
Chaplain added,
allowed
to
Kent Allison, Youth Pastor
"There
is
a
exercise their
group of conserconstitutional
at Waterloo Pentecostal
vatives on camfreedoms.
"We're
not
pus...but a lot of Assembly
is
homophobic,
lobbying
but we just believe this instigoing' on behind the scenes."
not
Speaking' theologically on tution
is
for
us."
the issue, Ellingham is explained Ahmed, "Muslim
unambiguous. "I've seen the critics of this legislation
richness of their (same-sex)
haven't been that public...but
relation ships...they're they're there."
blessed by God as far as I'm
Closer to the WLU student
concerned." He added the body is Laurier Christian
caveat "taking scripture literFellowship (LCF), the largest
student group on campus. In
ally can lead to violent and
extreme ends."
a written statement, LCF
Of course, from a United President Andrew la Fleur
Church Pastor, a denominareiterated some of Franz's
tion that has ordained gay arguments that although
same sex marriage is not
clergy since 1988 and advocated gay unions for nearly what God intended, "if everytwenty years, such comments one in Canada agrees that
should not be surprising'.
marriage is simply a legal
"This was a hot issue in my and social union, we should
allow everyone to marry as
seminary 25 years ago," commented Ellingham.
they please."
Mennonite Chaplain Marv
Another
undercurrent
Franz espouses a slightly difprevalent in my interviews
ferent view. "This (the issue was that this issue has not
of same-sex marriage) goes received the attention it
deeper than just marriage, it deserves, especially within
comes down to what it means the federal government and
to be human," said Franz in court. The same is largely
reference to the deep theologtrue of Waterloo. However,
ical questions he raises about
both LCF and the Chaplains
the nature of marriage for plan to address the topic
homosexuals and heterosexmore formally in coming
uals alike.
months.
"In creation, male and
When future debate does
female come from God and
occur, it will likely be very
this is reflected in what it respectful and free of the
means to be human...if we
hellfire and brimstone that
care about each other, can't has characterized the nationwe agree on different meanal
debate. Perhaps Kent
Allison and Ephesians 4:5
ings of humanity?"
Further right on the reliwere right; it is possible for
gious spectrum is Kent
people to put aside their difAllison, youth pastor at
ferences and "speak the truth
Waterloo
Pentecostal in love."
the
behemoth
Assembly,
church on King Street just
of
Columbia.
north
-

BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer

This past Thursday the FNCC
Quad was taken over by a

group of concerned students
from both WLU and the
University of Waterloo in
support of public education
in the province of Ontario.
Carrying signs stating- "I
Support
A
Tuition
Fee
Reduction and I Vote!" the
students arrived and were
even accompanied by a few
faculty members who shared
their goal. The non-partisan
rally also attracted the attention of over 100 students,
many of whom picked up
signs and joined with their
fellow concerned peers.
As with any rally in the
Quad, there were a number of
guest speakers, ranging
from campus leaders and the
usual
outspoken
faculty
members to average students
given the chance to express
their views.
The list
of speakers
included WLUSU BOD members
Mike
Borrelli
and
Anthony Piscitelli, former
WLUSU Vice President
:

Affairs David
University
Wellhauser, and NDP candidate for the KitchenerWaterloo riding Dan Lajoie,
Everyone who spoke to
the
assembled
students
expressed the viewpoint that
voting- is essential if students

Nothing is being
done to protect
education. There is
a need to speak
up.
-David Wellhauser, WLU
alumni
want to be taken seriously by
their government.
The two most influential
were
speakers
David
Wellhauser and Anthony
Piscitelli, both of whom
called for students to stand
up for their right to an education. "Nothing is being
done to protect education"
stated Wellhauser, "there is a
need to speak up."
Piscitelli
directed
his
speech toward the current

IBXf■

situation at Laurier and
aimed
his
remarks
at
University Administration.
"Dr. Rosehart when the
strike was on last year, you
told me when the strike was
over we were going to have a
debate on campus about
deregulation," Piscitelli continued, "I'm here today to tell
you when this election is over
we are going to have to have
a debate about your competency as President."
After the oratory in the
Quad, many of the students
began a trek down KingStreet
toward
Brighton
Elementary School located on
Noecker and Peppier St.
The school is the chief
returning office for Elections
Ontario in this riding and
many of the marchers took
the opportunity to register to
vote or cast an early ballot.
This was the main purpose of the rally, to give students of all political beliefs a
chance to register so that
their voice could be heard by
whichever party forms the
new government of Ontario.
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1 50 University Ave. W.
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(corner of Philip and University)
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O' Crime

THEFT UNDER $5000
SEPT

2045-

22/03
2145 HRS MON
lap
top
a
reported
A student
computer was stolen when

she left it unattended for a
short period of time.

TRESPASS

SEPT 23/03

TUE

2320 HRS

A non WLU male was issued

with a written trespass
notice after he drove onto
Drive
off
Mid Campus
University Ave in an erratic
manner.

WED SEPT

COUNTERFEIT
24/03

services employee
turned in what appeared to
be a counterfeit $20 bill
taken in at the Tim Barton's
A Food

the

in
outlet
Building.

Science

FIRE DEPT RESPONSE 1808
HRS WED SEPT 24/03
Waterloo Fire dept responded
to an alarm at Bricker residence. The alarm was apparently set off by some candles
on a birthday cake.

THEFT UNDER $5000 17002100 HRS WED SEPT 24/03

Person(s) unknown stole a
bike from the bike rack outside the Peters Building.

FALSE FIRE ALARM
0244
HRS THU SEPT 25/03

Person(s) unknown caused a
fire alarm at MacDonald
House toy activating* a pull
station. Waterloo Fire Dept
responded and determined
there was no
fire.

HRS FRI SEPT 26/03

Waterloo Fire Dept responded to an alarm at Willison
Hall. The cause of the alarm
was determined to be two
overloaded
washing
machines which caused the
rubber belts to burn.

While

Former Ontario education minister David Codie turned down the
recommendation of raising graduate and undergraduate tuition
fees by 50 per cent.
The Council of Ontario Universities suggested that fees for
selected programs be raised to $6 000 per year.
An adviser to Mr. Codie said charging students so much more was
unfair and could seriously limit accessibility.
"He wasn't comfortable with that. He didn't see the supporting
arguments put forward by the COU as appropriate," the adviser
said.

i

Urination of the Week

!

INDECENT ACT 0240 HRS
SUN SEPT 28/03

!
!

COUNTERFEIT

1030 HRS

Thursday September 30, 1993
Headline: Tuition Proposal Turned Down

on patrol, officers
observed two males running
across the parking lot at
University Stadium carrying'
a stop sign and a yield sign.
When they observed the
vehicle
security
they
dropped the signs and fled
through Waterloo Park.

1215

FIRE DEPT RESPONSE

LAURIER HISTORY...

THIS WEEK IN

THEFT UNDER $5000 0243
HRS SUN SEPT 28/03

1

Bag

0030 HRS
SAT SEPT 27/03
Turret staff found a small
quantity marijhuana by the
mens' washroom. The drugs
were turned over to Regional
Police.

FOUND DRUGS

an officer was on
Mid Campus Dr monitorj ing buses returning from
[ a
PikeCoining event he
i observed a female student
{ with her pants down iirii nating on Mid Campus Dr.
! The matter
will be for[ warded to the Judicial
i Affairs Council.

j While

FRI SEPT 26/03
Bookstore staff turned in
ssrhat appeared to be a epiinterfeit $20 bill.

i

THEFT UNDER $5000 1200
HRS THU SEPT 25/03
Person(s) unknown stole a
bike from the bike rack outside MacDonald House.
FALSE FIRE ALARM
0025
HRS SAT SEPT 27/03
Person(s) unknown activated a pull station in the hallway near the Solarium.
There was no sign of smoke
or fire.

During this time period, four
provincial offence notices and
four warnings were issued for
liquor violations.

Cord News:
Discuss amongst
yourselves...
Moore or Connery, which
is the better Bond.

Let's talk politics
Continuedfrom cover...
Sean Strickland blamed bad
federal/provincial relationships for the insufficienttransfers saying that the federal Liberals can't trust the
provincial lorries.
For all those who attended

I hope that you found, the
debate informative in helping
you decide who to support

impacted

by the provincial

government, it is our respon-

sibility to make sure that we
are well represented. Please
make sure you get out there
and vote, it does make a difference.

Thursday.
For those who didn't I
encourage you to research
the various candidates and
make an informed decision.
As students we are greatly
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Much ballyhooing has occurred
after
this
past
Saturday's
Pikecoming, the keg- party to end
all keg parties for beer drinkers
of Laurier. By this point, it's no
secret that the event wound up as
a debacle, with dozens of volunteers finding themselves on the
wrong end of flying saliva and
derogatory remarks after rioting
broke out when hundreds of
drunken students grew tired of
waiting for their bus ride home.
While
that
the
rioting
occurred may not be a complete
surprise considering the nature
of the event- an oversized keg
party- and the types of people
such events often attract, what
has been surprising is the implication of a number of student
leaders as active participants in
these riots.
Depending on who is to be
believed, prominent members of
WLUSU's
Orientation
Week
Committee started the riots, participated in the riots, or had nothing to do with the riots whatsoever. Alas, sorting through the
hearsay to discover what actually
occurred on Saturday is nearly
impossible. In the case of the
accused O-Week volunteers, however, that's not what's important.
Riot participants or not, these
student
be
leaders
should
ashamed of themselves.
Orientation Week has a teambased approach. An orientation
team leads four colour teams of

Icebreakers and frosh. These
colour teams are further broken
down into dozens of smaller
teams, each led by an Icebreaker
duo, a mini-team per se. The
events these teams participate in
are run by a number of other
teams, consisting of volunteers
from various WLUSU departments, who also form teams.
Team members hug, team
members laugh and team members work hard to achieve the
common goal. Without the team,
there is no O-Week.
Where then, was the team on
Saturday?
While BACCHUS and ERT volunteers struggled to calm the
ensuing chaos and were thanked
with a resounding round of
'fuck-offs'
and
loogies.
Orientation Committee volunteers in attendance were nowhere
to be found. When a human chain
was formed in an attempt to
restore order, where were their OWeek team members to help out?
Rather, these BACCHUS and
ERT volunteers found themselves
on the losing end of the new
Regatta Games, where their team
members joined the other side,
lifting the Yellow Pee-Stains to a
magnanimous victory over BACCHUS volunteers.
While WLUSU President Dan
Herman believes "To have a couple people centered out isn't
important" the image of WLUSU
has to be examined by those within the organization because of
this event.
Icebreakers and Co-ordinators
do not lose those titles once OWeek is complete. Rest assured
that every person who had anything to do with O-Week remains
with
familiar
Orientation
Committee volunteers and their
roles.

These student leaders should
still be mindful that they are representing the students of this
university and that frosh continue to recognize and look up to
them as leaders throughout the
year.

When the carefully produced
image of the peppy, happy, "gee-

rd-likc-to-take-that-icebreaker-

home-to-my-parents" volunteer is
threatened in the way it has been
as a result of this past Saturday,
the individuals in question need
to be dealt with, in some waywhether or not the claims are
true. Knowing their positions of
prominence within the university
and knowing the expectations
held of them during Orientation
Week, student leaders have a
responsibility to avoid finding
themselves on the wrong end of
these sorts of accusations. A little
common sense would have gone a
long way to heal what now pains
these committee members.
Helping their fellow WLUSU
volunteers calm the rioting
crowd would have easily avoided
any questions of where they
stood during the rioting and
shown that the titles bestowed
upon them bear more than one
week's worth of responsibilities.
If a small group of volunteers
are capable of running the lives
of thousands of first years for an
entire week, managing to calm a
few hundred drunken students
should be easier than shining a
Shinerama shoe.
Unfortunately, these student
leaders left their fellow volunteers hanging out to dry.
Sure, there may be no T in
team. After the inactions of a few
O-Week volunteers this past
weekend, however, it appears
there are at least a couple of them
in 'Orientation Committee'.
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Deregulation: think
about the children
Special
Projects
Thomas
Thompson
I live a double life, and it's not

hidden cloak-and-dagger
secret existence. I have to live two
lives, one in the pristine halls of
academia known
as Wilfrid
Laurier University, the other in
my place of employment, the
schedule of which almost equals
that of a full time job. Let's not
forget the extra-curricular in
between. I'm sure that many of
you who are reading this live a
double life as well. Of all the people I know, I can hardly think of
anyone that hasn't had to work a
job on top of their studies while
attending university.
The simple fact is that most
summer employment opportunities do not adequately pay
enough to cover the costs of eight
months of university. In the blissful OSAP and savings account
days of first year, I never
dreamed that it would be possible
to do my studies as well as work
at the same time. Today, it still
seems barely possible, but I have
done it for two years now, as I'm
sure that many of you have. The
point of this reminiscence is that
things are not getting better for
some

us as students.

Last Monday, the Senate
passed a motion to deregulate the
RBA Program. Some people, especially some Arts students, have
been cynical about the matter,
making- comments like, "the business students don't care, so why
should we?" and alluding' to the
comical irony that all those people who love deregulation now
have to deal with it. Similar sen-

People forget that
what they are apathetic about today
will come back and
bite them in the
ass tomorrow.
timents are being expressed by
apathetic SBE students, as the
increased tuition fees are not
going to affect them. In fact,
deregulation is
only
being
applied to the students attending
the SBE next year and beyond. To
further compound this negativity, I heard people say that business students should pay more
for two reasons: the money that
they make from their co-op placements and the income they will
receive when their education is
complete. Granted there is some
merit to that argument, but I
think people forget that what
they are apathetic about today

will come back and bite them in
the ass tomorrow.
Please don't call me antiAmerican as I point the compass
of the arrow down to our neighbours in the south, but they set a
perfect example. In the US the

average cost of tuition at a State
College can run up to eight or
nine thousand dollars a year
alone. While this might be affordable for the average middle class
family ("Kids, we won't be going
to Mexico this Christmas"), a
multiplication of this by two or
three times would leave the average middle class family severely
strapped for cash. In the US there
is a system of scholarships to
help out those in need, not loans.
In Canada, however, and especially in Ontario, no such infrastructure exists. Tuition deregulation
may not affect you today, but as
the course of this tiny stream
becomes a raging river it may
bite you back. And deregulation
may not stop with the biz kids.
Assuming most of us will procreate at some point in our lives,
the future of Ontario education
may not be so bright. The question stands: if we as a province do
not invest in our infrastructure
now and halt the progress of
deregulation, what cost will our
children and we ourselves have to
bear? $1,500 today could be
$40,000 tomorrow. I definitely
hope that my children do not
have to live a double life as well.

Sick of hearing about deregulation? Elections? J-Lo? Reality TV?
Freddy Mercury's moustache? Wait... no one ever talks about that,
most people would rather just forget about it. Anyways, you should
probably write a letter to us, detailing your jaded feelings.
Send your submissions to ietters@wlusp.com
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Who should students vote for?
NDP shines the brightest
Ink
Soapbox

Pen

&

Brittany
Lavery
"No sight on earth is better
calculated to quicken a
satirist's blood than a stringtie, a ripple of red, white and
blue bunting, and a ballot
box. A stirring contest of
issues, oratory, pageantry,
and skulduggery, politics in
the American democracy is a
show which...brings out the
best in men, and —what is far
more
interesting,., the
worst".
This little gem. taken
from American Satire in
Prose and Verse, by one
Henry C. Carlisle, Jr., is ceraccurate
a
tainly
very
description of American politics. As election day looms,
however,
it is especially
appropriate for Canadians as
well. We northerners, for all
our infamous fence-sitting,
have our own little showing
of aforementioned pageantry.
Prom a rainbow of red,
orange, and blue posters that
plead "Pick me! Pick me!" to
candidate
"debates"
(i.e.
insult-hurling and mudslinging contests), Canadian politics has become quite the carnival. They should sell cotton
candy, or at least popcorn.
But in the midst of all of
this mayhem, which colour
shines the brightest? And,
more interestingly, which
colour should shine the
brightest? On this issue, my
bias takes on the shade of
both my favourite international soccer team and my
political persuasion, which,
in Canada, is not red but
orange. Yes, abandoning leftist traditions of fire-engine
red, the New Democrats have
adopted the equally eyeassaulting orange.
The
New
Democratic
Party has at least one attribute that jostles it to the front
of the screaming mob: they're
decisive, and more importantly, not Conservative, Do
you really want the Tories in
power when you're on your
deathbed in the hospital?
Your deathbed will consist of
an inflatable mattress! Not to
mention the fact that, the
"expert" administering your
IV was a janitor last week. Or
consider: you wish to pursue
education in the field of your
choice, but constant increas-

Can you spot the veiled Progressive Conservative bias?

es in university tuition make
this impossible. You can rest

easy, though, because you
know in the long' run our
right-wing
friends
will
assure you that your money
is ultimately going" to higher
causes: the businesses, and
the military, I mean, hey: it's
okay that our busiest hospitals look like the gutted,
skeletal remains of a p ipebomb attack. Its okay that
you will never be able to
afford education past high
school for your children. And
it's ok that kids on welfare
don't eat breakfast, because
we need the money for our
dying armed forces.
Now if the qualities of the
NDP. opposite to those of the
Conservatives, are so noble,
why are they never elected?
The answer to that question
is multi-faceted. It can be
attributed in part to the epidemic of apathy that plagues
the
Canadian
electorate.
Either people don't know
anything about the party, or
they don't care. Also, if they
do bother their collective
backsides to be informed,
they've given up on the party
after the mess Bob Rae made
of things. This attitude can
hardly be blamed: the national deficit increased, health
care got worse, and schools
had no money for books or
more teachers (I personally
was part of an elementary
class of thirty-eight). Not to
mention the "Employment
Equity Act," which I'm sure
had noble intentions, but
ended up creating more
inequity than ever.
All of this points to one
thing: an obvious lack of
The
New
organization.
Democrats obviously have
noble intentions; however, it
seems as though they are
incapable of putting these
ideals into practical application. And with the budget
still wrapping itself in the
last shards of dignity after
Bob Rae's rape of it, competent taxpayers will never consent to hand their hardearned pennies over to someone who will waste them. I
suggest that the NDP elect a
spokesperson with intelligence and charisma, and
plan how they can win back
the affections of their beloved
Canadian voters.
So with all of this said
about budgets, colours, parties, and intelligence (or lack
thereof), I have just one thing
left to add:
Whatever happened to the
Rhinos?

Shifty's
Top 10

f...parties being blamed
for tuition deregulation

(or "Philosophically this bothers me, but how else can we
afford Twinkies at these

administration
meetings?")

10. The Provincial Government
9. The Federal Government
8.George W. Bush (who might Jtllst be responsible for this too)
7. OJ
6. Chewbacca, the Wookie
5. Satan
4. Mahatma Gandhi
3. Penny and Eugene Sereda
2. Milli Vanilli
...and the number one force beyond WLU's control
in the decision to deregulate the SBE:
1. Leprechauns

Extra-value
Spiel
Brendan

Jones

John Nash once said that to
maximize our benefits we
must think about the group
as a whole.
Quite frankly, the looming deregulation of the BBA
Program is where my finger
is pointed... I won't say
which finger. The Laurier
Senate's recent decision to
privatize this field of study
has inched us one step closer
to rising tuition fees. The
final call now goes to the
Board of Governors, who will
no doubt take the baton to the
finish
deregulation
line.
Unfortunately, it seems that
the majority of students
couldn't care less: they're
only seeking individual benefit.
Have you ever wondered
why the Concourse is starting to resemble a flea market
and the bathrooms, Times
Square? I would like to
motion that the $1,2 million
disparity between the fundthe
ing
provided
by
University and the amount
needed to maintain the quality of the BBA program, plus
other shortages that I'm sure
abound, could have something to do with it. Are we
willing to accept neon ads
where we answer the call of
nature, the declining value of
our education to mediocrity
while our best professors go
to competing universities or

the eventual deregulation of
tuition in other programs?
Perhaps it's time our collective apathetic student ass got
off the couch and did something.
With the provincial election just around the corner, I
think the answer is clear.
Whether you like it or not,
decisions will be made and
changes will be enacted, with
a great effect on our daily
lives after all the votes are
counted on October 2, no
matter who you vote for. So
with our collective student
ass in mind, I did a little
.

research.
In a

recent debate our
beloved cast of characters
made a number of promises
in regards to post-secondary
education. On the topic of
candidates
deregulation,
threw out promises like condoms at a Naughty By
Nature concert. Mr. Eves,
leader of the PC Party, promised only to leave those programs leading to higher
income careers deregulated.
This prompted Mr. Hampton
of the NDP to agree but
nonetheless interject that he
would still freeze tuition
rates. Mr. McGuinty, the lone
abstainer, did not support
deregulation but said he will
freeze tuition rates. With
both the Tories and NDP
agreeing that deregulation is
just something that we're
going to have to learn to
accept, this makes me wonder if Dalton thought the
question was addressing
hydro deregulation. It is nice
to know that the party leaders have our well-being in
mind, but can any of them
put the money where their

mouths are?
A closer examination

of
each party's political dogma
shed some light on this matter. The NDP are relying on
$16 billion in increased revenue from increased economic activity in the United
States. The figures used by
Dalton and the Liberals do
not include the costs of his
two-year tuition freeze. Both
Hampton and McGuinty have
promised they will not raise
most taxes, making me wonder where the money's going
to come from. I guess the letter that Dalton's campaign
sent to the Chief Elections
Officer
the
confirming
Liberal plan to increase personal income tax by over $1
billion tells me where.
So if we can't trust McGuinty
on raising taxes, what can we
trust him on? Probably not
that two-year tuition freeze
which he told The Globe &
Mail would be reconsidered if
the finances don't add up.
In contrast. Eves has pledged
$400 million to financial
assistance but does not provide any budget forecast. He
cites five consecutive balanced budgets, a law that
requires him and his cabinet
to pay out of their own
salaries for any deficit, and
vows to keep his promises.
Instead of watching Friends
or going to The Turret this
Thursday, perhaps we can
fight deregulation by going
to the polls. If we start acting
with the interest of our collective student derrieres in
mind perhaps we can maximize our benefits, or at least
let the government know
how and where we stand.

Letters to The Cord
Thong Wars Episode III: The
Panty Menace
This is a response to Nicole
van der Wolf's editorial on the
thong issue ("Patriarchal
Pictures of Panties,' The Cord
Weekly, September 17, 2003),
written on behalf of the
Women's Centre, wherein she
condemns The Cord for showcasing women's undergarments. It is also a response to
Wilbur McLean's editorial
("Disgracing the Thong," The
Cord Week!}/, September 10,
2003) on the same issue.
To Wilbur, who claims that
The Cord would be commended for pointing out how rap
music promotes
violence
against women, you should
have found a more appropriate metaphor to reinforce
your pro-thong editorial. I
suggest you should have said
that The Cord would be commended for pointing out how
some rap and R&B music is
responsible for promoting
women's issues (ie: TLC,
"Unpretty"; Destiny's Child,
"BiUs, Bills, Bills.")
don't
I
agree when
McLean states that "[The
women in the thong photographs] have chosen to
demean themselves." From
the photo, the only thing we
can tell about the women is
that they chose to wear a certain style of undergarment,
nothing more and nothing
less.
Nicole, forget about the
photos found in The Cord.
Start a crusade against
Maxim, Victoria's Secret,
Playboy, Seventeen, Cosmo or
better yet, the "Girls Gone
Wild" video collection. When
you're finished eradicating
any traces of those showing
their underwear and who are
sexualized because of it, what
will your next step be? A war
in a small South-East Asian

country.

waged
against
guerilla insurgents backed
by the USSR and China?

Brian D'Souza
History Major
PC Campaign Over Before It
Began
Jamie Watt, Ernie Eves' campaign co-chair, is yet again
down
another
taking
Progressive
Conservative
from the inside.
Mr. Watt was heavily
involved with Jim Flaherty's
campaign against Eves for
the party leadership in 2002.
With Flaherty's campaign
Watt focused on running a
platform that pressed rightwing policies with negative
campaign ads against Mr.
Eves. Flaherty lost to Eves by
a questionable margin, which
left many wondering what
happened to Flaherty's sense
of style and charisma. All too
familiar, the Ontario electorate is seeing the same
thing happen to Mr. Eves, a
platform based on right-wing
policies
and
continued
attacks on his opponents.
Perhaps the next time Eves is
running in an election, he
might not want to use the
very people that failed to
keep him out of office as his
own campaign strategists.
For those conspiracy theorists, could Mr. Watt be a
Liberal spy sent in to bring
down PC campaigns one after
the other? Or better yet,
could Mr. Flaherty be the one
behind the destruction of Mr.
Eves? Maybe he recruited
Watts' to do what he did for
his campaign to Mr. Eves?

Jeffrey Hawkins
3rd year Political Science

Caring among chaos
Somewhere in between getting- spit on, punched in the
face, and getting yelled at
during Pike coming', I realized something. I realized I
was at a school where people
really do care about each
other. For every person that
incited violence, acted ignorantly in word or action,
there were as many people
who took it upon themselves
to aid in the situation.
An explanation to the students and a thank-you to all
that helped:
The end of the night was
marked by poor organizational strategy and lack of
crowd control, reinforced by
the
fact
that
someone
smashed the window on the
back of a bus, which led to
the bus drivers refusing to
come back. So there we were:
450 people stranded, drunk,
and cold in the middle of
rural Waterloo, all due to a
single person who decided
that
vandalism
would
increase their chance of getting on the next bus. As well,
there was an estimated 200300 people with counterfeit
tickets. This caused a long
bus wait to be even longer
and thus, an increased security x-isk.
As I walked through the
crowd early Sunday morning, I was taken aback not by
the hurling insults or missed
punches, but by the courageous efforts of Jayna Patel
and her BACCHUS team. Foot
Patrol. ERT, the Police, VP of
Student Services
Simone
Moreau, and everyone who
stepped up and tried to better
the situation. I even saw
Sanya Grujicic and Daniel
Habashi get off buses that
could have taken them home,

Continued on page 8
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Sex assault precautions required
News

Editor
Colin
Duffett

There is a sexual predator on
the loose. He's assaulted
women within our university
community. These assaults
have been happening since
May.
Did
know
this
you
already? If you are reading
this for the first time, question why you haven't heard
about it before. Surely, we all
can't be
Our
ignorant.
"beloved" institution has
done plenty to help its students. These are the thoughts
I've had over the past three
weeks since I found out about
these attacks.
I can't shake this feeling
that more has to be done.
This newspaper has to write
more, WLU Security has to

educate more people and
Residence Life has to let more
of its residents know about
the issues.
So, I asked a few random
students
about
their
thoughts on what has been
done so far. Students were
aware of the situation but
some, like me, felt that
enough hasn't been done.
One female student, Dani
Debartolo,
answered flatly,
"No" when asked if the university had done enough to
make people aware. Another
student, Lexi Stadnyk, said,
"a sign on one door by the caf
isn't
enough."
Stadnyk
believed that security should
have posted more warnings
in more places.
I agree. While talking
with Stadnyk in the concourse not a single orange or
yellow security warning was
in sight. I believe these warnings should have been posted
on every door, window and
wall in every building over
the entire campus. Stadnyk

jptkecomtng
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herself was waiting- for a
friend after class to walk
home with.
Kevin Andrew, a first year
student said, "I think they've
downplayed it," referring to
the way the university has
handled
the
situation.
Andrew, who said that he
knew of the sexual assaults
in the area, commented that
the sexual assaults weren't

The cause of this
disturbance is a
5'6" to 5'11" male,
age 20-29, with a
slim to medium
build and possibly
a shaved head.
really something that had
been discussed on his floor. I
ask why it hasn't been
brought up on the floor, and
how many other floors are in
the same boat as Andrew's?

"
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I
will
the
say that
Residence Life Staff have
made steps to ensure student
safety. Peter Jorg. the manof WLU
ager
Security
Services,
told The Cord
Weekly that they had in fact
stepped up patrol in the areas
around campus and had conducted two safety talks with
Dodd,
students.
Chris
Manager of Housing Services
and Residence Life, commented that they were trying
to
implement
security
upgrades to their non-tradional residences for those
students living in those accomodations. I commend Jorg
and Dodd on every initative
they have attempted to or
succeeded in implenting but
there is never an excuse for
the information that doesn't
seem to be flying around
campus.
Ignorance is bliss until
the bubble that you live in
has been shattered. The vacuum this university and its
community resides in has

been destroyed. We no
longer
live in a world of Mr. Rogers

make-believe. The cause of
this disturbance is a 5'6" to
511" male, age 20 29, with
a slim to medium build and a
possibly shaved head.
There is no excuse for not
being informed and there is
certainly no excuse for not
informing the people who
aren't informed. What is it
going to take before somebody realizes this is a big
deal? What will it take before
we all step up to the plate and
pinch hit for each other.
Personally, I don't want to
find out because the answer
is much worse than anyone
wants to admit. A Residence
Life staff member commented
to me that she believes "it
would take an incident on
every floor before something
was actually done."
What does that say about
the people running our bubble?
-

I
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Letters to The Cord
Con tinued from page 7
only to board the next one
and continually do that,
directing- the buses through
the crowd. These people represent close to a hundred
that showed courage and
dedication to their fellow students. For that I thank you.
All of you. Should you have
been put in that position? Of
course not. Nor should the
bus company have broken
their contract mid-stream.
Thank you to all those
who had a good time at
Pikecoming. For those of you
who did not, you have our
apologies, as it was not our
intention for the night to end
in the manner that it did.

Trevor Zeyl
President, Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity
Pikecoming Not Worth the
Trouble
This past Saturday was my
fourth Pikecoming. I know
how difficult it can be to get
1700 drunken students onto
a small convoy of school
buses. 1 am aware of the
chaos that ensues at 1 am
once the alcohol is tapped
dry and the venue shuts
down. So why did the Pikes
not seem to know? There
were no visible barricades
made to usher students in
the right directions, but

rather a mass of students all

attempting- to squeeze onto
one school bus. When a
group of us were told we
must form a line in order to
get on a bus. we calmly complied. However, we were
quite frustrated to learn that
the buses were not stopping
where the line had been
formed, but in front of the
horde of students to our left
instead. I approached a member of the Bacchus team and
questioned this issue. Then I
was promptly told to get
back in line.
The walk home from
Pikecoming was harrowing,
to say the least. Apparently,
back at the venue, someone
had kicked in one of the
school bus windows. As a
result, the buses were refusing to pick up any more students. There were about fifty
of us walking along the
highway, but none of the
empty buses stopped for us.
Finally, a kind police officer
stopped a few school buses
and ordered them to take us
home. Perhaps we were the
luckiest of the bunch, arriving- home at Sam after lining
up at 12:30am. My roommate, who waited at the
venue, didn't get home until
5 am.
I want to acknowledge
that this letter is hot an
attack against the Pikes.
They are not disorganized or
incompetent... perhaps just
extremely
understaffed.

Their events are usually so
well organized that Saturday
evening- simply seemed out
of character for them. There
were too many line-ups, safety was not made a priority,
and no clear attempt had
been made to rectify obvious
problems that have appeared
in the past (such as the issue
of transportation). To be
honest, I am surprised someone
was
not
seriously
injured. We are lucky the
worst damage we saw was to
a bus, and not a person. Put
simply, I did not get $25
worth of alcohol and I did not
have $25 worth of fun. Better
luck with Pikecoming 10.

Kathleen Shaughnessy
4th year Communications
Studies
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"Underworld" Autos
Eric Chow, in his review of
"Underworld," ("Underworld
politics," The Cord Weekly,
September 24, 2003) wrote
"the vampires are driving
around in BMW's and Aston
Martin's."
Just a little correction,
the two cars being driven by
Selene (Kate Beekinsale's
character) were different.
The first car, which went for
a swim, was a jaguar. The
second was a silver two-door
Maserati.

Mikel Sala
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Get some backbone

'THIS MOVIE Will PIN YOU TO YOUR SEAT!"
-

Columnist Moore accuses various student leaders of being
sycophants and yes-men to WLU's Administration
This is

bizarre
Dillon

Moore
In the Machiavellian spirit
that seems to have gripped
the school. I present the following suggestion to present
and future student leaders:
namely, that the "stakeholder" model of student representation has been proven
useless and even harmful to
the students it is ostensibly
meant to serve.
The stakeholder approach
is temptingly civil and polite.
Basically it holds that the
students, as one of the primary interested stakeholders
in the school, should be given
an equivalent say in the
decisions
at
important
Laurier. Some versions of
this mentality, more boldly
stated, maintain that the students are the most important
stakeholder in the school, by
right of numbers, money
contributed, and not least
because educating students
is an important goal of the
institution. Regardless of the
level of trust put into the concept, it has never been entirely clear how this proper
influence would be gained
with a token number of student senators and otherwise
heavily limited say on the
actual running of the school.
Undaunted at their unrepresentative position, student
leaders have set about trying

to gain a say in matters,
apparently through appealing' to the benevolence of
Rosehart et al. The results
have been predictable: student leaders have toed the
Administration line on issues
such as last year's WLUSA
strike (despite weak claims of
while
neutrality)
the
Administration has gone
about doing* whatever it
pleases. For years each new
crop of WLUSU hopefuls has
promised to fight the trend of
over-admittingfirst-years
and each year they have
failed. The critics have been
mollified with new buildings,

A "real voice" for
students is

impossible when
we give away our

best bargaining
chips.
and the cycle continues. The
Administration is driving- the
agenda, while our student
politicians seem pleased with
having the opportunity to
react to the direction they're
already being* driven in.
Now comes the news that
deregulation of SEE programs has passed through
the Senate, despite student
demands for further discussion and review. Can we
ignore the delicious irony of
this
taking
place
only
months after WLUSU made a
mammoth donation to the
university? A Laurier Public
Affairs press release from

Rolling Stone Magazine

"����"

j

boasts,
8.
200.3
May
"Students are giving Wilfrid
the
Laurier
University
largest donation in the university's 100-year history...
close to $8.5 million between
now and the university's centennial in 2011." This money,
raised by a "student life levy"
on courses, is meant for projects that will benefit students, but we must pay attention to the rest of the release:
"thirty-five percent will cover
costs associated with student-run spaces. Each year
the university will prepare a
list of projects for the
remaining 65 percent and
ask
to
student
leaders
approve the list." We should
be utterly dissatisfied with
only having the option to
sign-off on plans for money
provided by us.
Why have our student
leaders decided to allow the
Administration to drive the
agenda with this money? In
an interview with Barbara
Aggerholm of" the Record,
former WLUSU president
Andy Pushalik stated, "it
gives students a real, real
voice on important issues."
Given the continued growth
of first year admissions
beyond estimates and the
Senate approval of deregulation, doesn't this begin to
look like wishful thinking?
A "real voice" for students
is impossible when we give
away our best bargaining
chips. Is it too much to ask
our student politicians to
stop acting in such an
impolitic way?

GLOBE, VANITY FAIR, NOW(Five Stars), CHICAGO READER,
WALL STREET JOURNAL, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, NEWSDAY, San FRANCISCO CHRONICLE,
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Stefa
Sereda
Every now and then while
I'm digging- on re-runs of
"The Wonder Years," I'm confronted, and indeed revolted
by a commercial for a new
medicinal product. The benefits of these new miracle
drugs aren't so irritating, but
what sickens me to my core
is the list of side-effects
which outweighs any positive cure or treatment that
the pharmaceutical offers.
Worse still, these advertisements usually juxtapose
images of happy people running in the golden fields of
their
youth,
a
while
spokesperson monotonously
reads a voiceover. The spiel
usually goes something like
this: "For cold & flu relief,
take Seredan. Side effects
include drowsiness, dizzi-

ness, dysentery, the gout,
drummers butt, allergic

reactions to oxygen, bleeding
out your eyes, the Black
Death, devolving into a primate, spontaneous combustion and yawn."
Of course, people continue
to purchase these products
out of desperation. Who cares
if you turn legally blind, so
long as the annoying rash
that's been troubling you
goes away, right? Forget
ointment: go big with the
blindness or go itch.
Although these products
disturb me, at least the buyer
is kept informed of
what they
may suffer as a result of takxng such remedies. In addi-

tion, the advertisements in
question often urge the consumer to consult their physician
before
use.
Unfortunately, most of the
other experiences we run
across in life don't come with
the
necessary
warnings
attached. No one can tell an
from
a
downer.
upper
Consulting- your physician at
birth doesn't work, he just
slaps your backside and tosses you in a room with all the
others.
Lucky for you. Dr. Shifty,
licensed
and
practicing
bitchiatrist, is in.

Certain substances
at Laurier really
need labels. Maybe
even warnings from
the Surgeon
General.
Certain
substances
at
Laurier really need labels.
Maybe even warnings from
the Surgeon General. Might I
suggest the following advisories...
Laurier Arts Degree: For theoretical but worthwhile treatment of idiocy, boredom, and
receding imagination. Side
effects include anxiety over
every minor political issue
taking place at WLU, and
complete loss of future.
Laurier Business Degree: For
fast, effective, and bloody
efficient relief of pipe-dreaming and expansion of one's
Side
pocketbook.
effects
include total apathy and complete loss of soul.
Wilfs: Good times guaranteed. Increased chances of
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Located in Uptown Waterloo
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885-2950

Upgrade Packages
1) AMD Duron 2000Pro 256 DDR266+ BESTEK Case w/Front
$219
USB (On Board CPU. Video. Sound. Lan)
2) AMD XP2OOO+ ECS K7SSA Pro BESTEK Case wFront USB
(Can Use PCI33 Memory/On Board Sound. Lan)
$209
3) AMD XP25OO+ ASUS A7VBX-X 256M8 DDR4OO
(On Board Sound. Lan)
$309
+

+

+

+

+

Savings of the Week

(with student id)

Logitech Cordless Keyboard Scroll Mouse
MS Natural Keyboard Scroll Mouse
HP Internet Keyboard Scroll Mouse
40GB MX 7200rpm Hard Drive
120GB MX SATA Hard Drive
52X LG CDRW (Bulk)
16X LG DVD ROM (Bulk)
52X LG CD ROM (Bulk)
52X CDRW 16X DVD Combo (Bulk)

$45

+

$19
$19
$75

+

+

$145

$55
$45
$29
$85

+
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liver disease and ear infection
from lackluster cover bands.

Volunteer with The Friends Program

The Turret: Cures depression
in nine out of ten people looking to dance their way to
happiness. Increased chances
of liver disease and ear infection from generally terrible
music. Women may experience time-loss, as hours of
their day could be lost in
preparation. Certain STD's
could vary, depending' on
choice of partner at the campus meat market.

Volunteer a few hours weekly during the school day and make
a life long difference to a child. Volunteers are matched by the
Canadian Mental Health Association with children who need
additional support at school. Friends operates in partnership
with the local school boards and helps children 4 15 years.
-

Call 744-7645 ext 317
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WLXJSU BOD:
Great for
organizing the campuses
random thoughts, but most
other benefits are the result
of a strong placebo at work.
Keep out of reach of children!!!
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www.opticalillusionsinc.ca
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Deregulation:
Alleviates
funding" concerns and poor
business savvy in the School
of business and economics.
May cause teary eyes when
we watch potential students
get turned away at the door
to the university because
they don't have
enough
money. Could cause said
potentials to starve and/or
freeze to death.
Pikecoming: Take once a year
to chase away the blues of
losing- the Homecoming lootball game. Side effects may
include vandalism, bottle
throwing, getting- stranded
in a field, spitting, swearing,
pushing and shoving, rioting, chaos, dogs and cats living together, the moon turning an apocalyptic blood red,
and
some
over-reaction.
Avoid taking the trip if
you're a student leader, especially a head-Icebreaker or
Shinerama Co-ordinator.

*
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Better Glasses,
Better Service,
Better Value
255 King St. N. Waterloo
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ESL Teacher Training Courses
Intensive 50-hour TESL courses
t-iassroom management techniques
Detailed lesson planning
SkHls development; grammar, pronunciation, speaking, reading and writing
Comprehensive teaching materials
Teaching practicum included

B

Listings of schools, agencies, and

ESL Teacher Training Courses
intensive 50-hour TESL courses
m Classroom management techniques
Detailed lesson planning
■ Skills development:
grammar, prtinunciation, speaking, reading and writing
■ Comprehensive teaching materials
■ Teaching practieum included
■ Listings of schools, agencies, and
recruiters from around the world
For More Info Contact Oxford Seminars:
!-800-269-6719 /41 6-924-3240
■
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recruiters from around the world
For More lnfo Contact Oxford Seminars:
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Iran refuses
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inspections
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Israeli pilots
say 'no dice'
27 Israeli pilots sign petition and
refuse active duty to protest air raids
BRYN BOYCE

nuclear plant in Iraq. Apart
from him, it is not clear
whether the other pilots have
The military is not known for
yet participated in air raids.
smiling on dissent in the
The IDF has chastised the
ranks and true to form, the petitioners for making- a
Isreali Defence Forces (IDF)
political statement while in
has taken a surly view of the military. Sharon stated
recent upheaval in the Air that the "IDF is not an organForce. On September 24th, a ization where you can do as
group of 27 Israeli pilots you please," and he assured
signed and released a petition
that the military will handle
condemning Israeli air raids the pilots' defiance.
as "immoral and illegal."
The group of petitioners
The petition,
are
largelydelivered to Air Recent Israeli Missile
retired
pilots
Force
head. Attacks in Gaza City
but nine were
Major General
listed as active.
Halutz, August 21 Moderate Hamas All
Dan
pilots
states the pilots founder, Ismail Aou Shanab, involved in the
refusal to "par- and three others were killed petition
have
ticipate in air along with 14 wounded been taken off
force attacks on when art Israeli F-14 fired six active duty and
civilian popula- rockets into Shanab* car.
may face some
tions."
Halutz August 28 Hamas militant, form of punishdelivered a state- Harodi Kafakh, was killed and ment.
Many
ment that Israel three wounded in an Israeli Israelis oppose
"will continue to helicopter attack.
the pilots' stand
hunt terrorists." August 30 Two Hamas mili- and the Jewish
and that
"we tants were killed in Gaza City news front has
no
have
inten- by Israeli helicopters
critiwidely
6
Hamas cized the move.
tion
to
harm September
extremist and spiritual leader.
civilians.
Yed i o t
Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin, was
Air
raids
a
Aharonot.
have
under- wounded during an Israeli air popular Israeli
the strike that sought to wipe daily newspapinned
Israeli military out much of the upper level per, ran a coltactics for much of Hamas leader.
umn
stating
of the 5 5-year September 7 An air raid on that the
27
conflict
and the home of Abdul Salem Abu pilots
should
Musa
injuredl 2 but failed to "file away their
have a strong
base of support kill Musa.
rash letter or be
within Israel. In September 9 Hamas leader, released from
face of a huge Mahmoud Zahar, was wound- military servmedia
frenzy, ed in an attack that killed ice." The author
Israeli
Prime two and wounded 25.
posited that the
Ariel
Minister
and
image
Sharon cited the
integrity of the
"targetted killings" as being IDF is at risk if these types of
part of "a major effort to preprotest are permitted to convent harm to innocent peotinue.
ple."
Since the al-Aqsa Intifada
Recently the strikes have began three years ago nearly
been used in assassination to the day, roughly 2,144
attempts on top Palestinian Palestinians have been killed
militant group officials, most in the Occupied Territories
and 48 within Israel. Of that
notably Hamas.
Israeli Brigadier-General number 396 were children.
Yiftach Spector was among By contrast, 792 Israeli civilthe highest ranking petitionians and security forces, 99
ers. Spector participated in of them children, were killed
the 1981 air strike on Osirak during the same time period.
International Editor
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The Iranian missile, Shahab 3, is on display in front of Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on a religious holiday
KRIS COTE

Cord International

Presidents George Bush and
Vladimir Putin of the United
States and Russia, respectively. met at Camp David in the
US this past week. One of the
main issues they discussed
was the growing' Iranian
nuclear question.

The
United
Nations
International Atomic Energy
Agency (lAEA) declared this
week that it had found

minute traces of enriched
uranium particles at another
Iran.
in
site
This has
increased the suspicion that
Iran is developing a nuclear
weapons program.
Iranian
President
Muhammad Khatami has
insisted that Iran's nuclear
ambitions are peaceful and
that he is "opposed to the
spread of weapons of mass
destruction and the very
existence
of
atomic
weapons." He says that the
traces of uranium the lAEA
found are residual amounts
from unprocessed black-market quantities bought in the
1980's.
week,
Last
Khatami
announced that he would not
sign an additional protocol to
the United Nations Nuclear
Non-proliferation
treaty,
allowing the lAEA to conduct
more rigorous inspections of
Iranian nuclear sites. The
Iranian government eased its
stance over the weekend,
stating that it wants to "solve
our problems and remove all

suspicions."
The Iranian military recently paraded their new missile
the Shahab 3. or Shooting 1
Star, which experts believe
has the capability of housing
nuclear warheads and striking* targets in Israel, Iraq or
Turkey. Iran has stated that
the missile has been designed
for defence purposes only
and sources have stated that
the development of the missile has been sped-up by the
US attack on Iraq.
At a Camp David press
conference, President Bush
stated that "what's important
is we understand that it's in
our national interests to
ensure that Iran
doesn't
develop a nuclear weapon."
Bush's statement followed a
stern warning- this week
from the White House to Iran
stating that it has one chance
to comply with UN inspectors. This kind of language is
reminiscent of the talk used
before the war against Iraq.
However, this stance is not
Bush's
surprising
given
inclusion of Iran in his 'Axis
of Evil' alongside Iraq and
North Korea.
Iran was a key topic in the
discussions at Camp David
since Russia is building the
Iranian nuclear plant, a deal
that is worth $800 million
US. Russia, however, defends
that their involvement with
Iran is for peaceful purposes
only, and President Vladimir
Putin was not willing to
negotiate with Russia's busi-

ness in Iran. Putin did state
that he wanted to send "a

clear but respectful signal to
Iran" to allow for increased
testing and monitoring by
the lAEA.
The issue of a nuclear
has
weapons
program
exposed deep political divisions within Iran. The hardliner clerics have charged
that this is a US-led attack
and a threat to their sovereignty. They are pressing for
Iran to ignore the October 31
deadline to declare any
weapons programs and withdraw from the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty altogether.

Iranian reformists have
an
different
altogether
stance. They are calling for
outright adoption of lAEA
protocols- the sooner the better. The reformists are worried that the Iranian stance is
forging a US, Russian and
European alliance as well as
an "unprecedented
global
consensus"
against
the
Middle Eastern state.
At
the moment,
the
Iranian Atomic Organization
has stated that we will fulfill our obligations [to the
lAEA]. We will make our
decision when it's necessary."
Iran has until October 31st to
make good on its claim.
"
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Mugabe under criticism
BRYN BOYCE
International Editor

Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe addresses the world's
leaders at the 58th United Nations General Assembly

-

Political corruption and pernicious media controls have
rocked the Zimbabwean political landscape. The main
the
party.
opposition
Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC), has made several appeals to the international community to put
pressure on President Robert
Mugabe and keep Zimbabwe
out of the Commonwealth.
The South-East African
country was suspended from
the group of former British
colonies in March of 2003.
The rationale in the suspension
hinged
around
Zimbabwe's
human
poor
rights record and a widely
held belief that Mugabe
rigged the 2002 elections.
Morgan Tsvangirai, leader
of the MDC, stated that
"because there has not been
any improvement on any of
the benchmarks set by the
Commonwealth, we don't see
any reason why Zimbabwe's
suspension should be lifted."
Tsvangirai has been extremely critical of Mugabe and his
party ZANU-PF.
The economic prospects of
remaining outside of the

Commonwealth as well as
international favour will
weigh heavily on the African
nation. Canada dropped sanctions on and reduced aid to
the country in 2001 in
response to increases in lawlessness and human rights
violations.
Zimbabwe
is
already feeling the effects of
bad economic and social policies. Their economy is the
most unstable it has been
since gaining' independence
in 1980.

"The country is on the
brink of collapse economically, socially and politically
and it is affecting the whole
region," said Tsvangirai.
Mugabe recently moved
into his four million pound,
25-bedroom mansion. This
move was criticized heavily
by Zimbabwean political anaProfessor
lyst,
Eliphas
...

Mukoxioweshuro who commented that "such opulence
on the part of the leader of
is
country
the
fairly

immoral," citing that nearly
half the 12.5 million citizens
desperately require food aid.
was
Mugabe
recently
accosted by the international
press for shutting down
Zimbabwe's only independent
newspaper, The Daily News.

The paper was often sharply
critical of Mugabe and his
policies. The police have also
charged 16 independent journalist for practicing without
accreditation. Most of the
for
journalists
applied
earlier, but
accreditation
were refused.
South African President
Thabo Mbeki is a good friend
of Mugabe and has been hesitant to criticize him. Mbeki,
on
a
sits
however,
committee
Commonwealth
charged with the task of
investigating and responding to allegations of human
rights abuses in Zimbabwe.
Many feel that Mbeki's
friendship and committee
role put him in a position to
pressure Mugabe into holdand
free
elections
ing
improving Zimbabwe's condition.
talks
some
Despite
between ZANU-PF and MDC,
progress has been slim and
the political strife continues
in the poverty-stricken country. From rigged elections to

corps,
muzzled press
Zimbabwe is quickly becoming an infamous model of
21st century dictatorships.
a
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For God and country
Humans are, by custom or nature, a violent and warloving group with an often suppressed moral conscience
Guest

Columnist
Joseph
Farag
War is a most powerful elixir.
Throughout time, we have
found various excuses to
engage in the systematic and
officially sanctioned destruction of other members of our
species. The cause, be it religion or patriotism, is not as
important as the end product: the remarkable propensity of the human species to
slaughter its own kind.
is
propensity
This
other
unmatched among
species, partially because
only we have attained the
technological expertise to
enable us to quickly, efficiently, and at great distances snuff out the lives of
innumerable human beings.
Though it is common knowledge, it is a fact still worth
repeating that in existence
today is enough destructive
power to end all life on the
planet.
Herein lies one of the
greatest dangers of the awesome
destructive
power
which the human race has
tenuously harnessed. When
dealing with the power of
such astounding destruction,
the victims who are on its
receiving end are dehumanized partially by our own
demonization of the enemy,
but moreover because of our

sheer incomprehension at the
number of lives touched. We
cannot think of the 140,000
victims of the Hiroshima
bombing as anything- other
than a number. To attempt to
look deeper, put names and
faces to the numerical figure,
to attempt to place oneself in
the shoes of the victims, or
contemplate the grief felt by
the family members who
weren't obliterated by this
dark testament to human

At times of war,
suicide rates drop,

productivity
increases and the
mental health of
individuals improve
ingenuity is to open a
Pandora's Box of self-examination that most of us would
just as soon prefer remained
closed.
For what is revealed at the
very onset of this examination is a dark truth: that we
human beings revel in the
decimation of our fellow
man. At times of war, suicide
rates
drop,
productivity
increases and the mental
health
of
individuals
improve. And so through the
course of time we have found
excuses as petty as the different colour of skin or set of
religious beliefs to wage war
to fulfill some longing for
something intangible, which
we attempt to attain through

smiting' our foes.
The obvious corollary of
this investigation is the quesor
not
tion of whether
humans are biologically preprogrammed to wage war.
The question is of course
open to heated debate and I
doubt my personal views will
quell the dispute. However, it
seems to me that the human
species is a remarkably illequipped one. We are slow,
weak, have no biological
offensive capabilities such as
claws and are relatively inagile. The only way we could
have survived to this day is
through cooperation with
other
our
members
of
species. Had we so long ago
engaged in the systematic
slaughter that we take so
much pride in today, I dare
say I would not be here writing- this column, nor would
you be here to read it.
At the end I am forced to
raise
a
which
question
sounds so naive that it almost
embarrasses me. What have
we ever gained through war?
Throughout the course of
history, wars have been
valiantly fought by those certain of the righteousness of
their own cause, but to what
end? The Roman, Byzantine.
Ottoman and British empires
were all ones won at the price
of blood, but now, so many
years later, for what did the
nameless, faceless Roman
legionnaire die? For God and
Country seems an inadequate

to

Windows
the World

Contributed Photo

Crowds of peaceful demonstrators set up a ■remembrance
vigil at the Gateway of India to commemorate the one month
anniversary of the August 25th car-bombing, Two bombs
were detonated in taxis parked near India's commercial hub
claiming 52 lives and injuring another 150 people. The
Bombay police force was able to identify the mastermind by
tracking down one of the taxi drivers who lost his car in the
blast. A Muslim man, Naseer, who like many Indians has
only a single name, was shot and killed by police at an arms
deal meeting. The double bombing is one of the worst of its
kind since a 1993 serial bombing that killed 250 and injured
1,000.

answer.

Increase commitment to
fighting AIDS epidemic
Affordable generic AIDS drugs are a good start but more
is needed before real progress can be made in fight
Guest

Columnist
Kris

Cote

It is a pleasant surprise to
read something in the newspaper these days that does
not concern the upcoming
election in Ontario or Ottawa
changing its position once

again on gay marriage. So
when I read that Ottawa has
announced that it will introduce legislation to produce
generic AIDS drugs to export
to Africa, I was shocked.
Finally, Canada is going to do
what it should have done a
long time ago and help the
people of Africa fight the
AIDS epidemic that is threatening so many of their lives.
Despite the fact that less
than 1% of Africans are able
to access AIDS medications
due to the high cost, some
people still believe that generic drugs will not help the situation of Africans. These
people are mostly pharmaceutical companies who hold
the patents on the AIDS
drugs that are too expensive
for most African countries to
afford. The Federation of

Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association

(PFMA) says that if Canada
allows generic AIDS drugs to
be produced, it "won't solve a
thing."
How can this be true? The

problem as I see it is this:
African countries, strapped
with large debts to the IMF
other
and
international
lenders simply don't have the
money to pay for the drugs.
The PFMA has stated that
currently AIDS drugs can be
supplied for an annual cost of
$300 US per person, thanks
to generic drug's produced in
India and China. The law of
supply and demand states
that when there is more supply, the price will drop. Let's
undercut the price tags on
the drugs from India and
China and maybe we can even
be so lucky as to start a
generic AIDS drug price war.
I'm sure no one in Africa will
protest if this happens.

The continent
needs
infrastructure that
can focus on
educating and
protecting Africans
from AIDS.
What I fail to understand
is why the pharmaceutical
companies haven't lowered
the prices of their drugs
already. Since African states
have limited health care
budgets, from an economic
standpoint, wouldn't selling
your drugs at half the price
double the amount of people
who can afford to use them?
Since AIDS drugs do not cure
the disease, these people

would be taking the drugs

for the rest of their lives.
This would mean that twice
as many people would be consuming these drugs for
longer periods of time (since
the drugs increase their life
expectancy) and would make
up for the losses of cutting
prices in hall'. It would also
save countless lives.
Even Canadians would
benefit from an AIDS drug
With a cashprice war.
strapped health care system,
wouldn't cheaper AIDS drugs
allow us to spend more
money expanding hospital
beds, cutting waiting lists or
further
AIDS
funding
research?
The pharmaceutical companies are worried however,
that this idea of producing
cheaper, generic AIDS drugs
might lead people to want all
kinds of generic drugs.
Generic
anti-depressants,
birth control or cancer drugs
could go a long way in our
health care system but would
seriously undercut the profits that pharmace u tical companies make. The thought of
publicly funded pharmaceutical companies having to deal
with
smaller
is
profits
enough to make many shiver.
While legislating generic
AIDS drugs and undercutting current prices is a good
start, it should not be all we
do to help Africa fight its
AIDS epidemic.
The continent needs to establish an
infrastructure that can focus
on educating, protecting and
treating Africans from AIDS.

Contributed Photo

As shown in this photo, Liberian iarfrastructure and transport has been a cause for concern in the war-torn African
nation. Seemingly basic things like food and water distribu-

tion have been logistical nightmares in Liberia. Since
President Charles Taylor resigned and went into exile in
Nigeria on August 11th, the country has been held together
by African and American peacekeepers. Currently, the
American force of roughly 200 troops has pulled out and the
warships have set out for Spain. The security in the country
has been a primary concern and the UN is set to deploy it's
largest peacekeeping force ever to the West African country.

Contributed Photo

Long standing Cuban leader, Fidel Castro (right), donned
formal business-wear instead of his trademark army
fatigues, to punch out a trade deal with Brazil. The left-leaning Brazilian President, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva (left),
argued that the two countries must cooperate in today's globalized world in order "to compete one-on-one with developed
nations." After a day and half of negotiations ending on
September 27, the two leaders signed $200 million worth in
business deals, da Silva refused to make any comments about
Cuba's dismal human rights record. In March 2003, Cuba
was chastised for imprisoning 75 dissenting citizens for
terms upto 28 years.

Compiled by Bryn Boyce
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After three years of conflict...
Palestinian Authority leadership more
to blame continuing Mid-East conflict
Guest

Columnist
Dan

Sennet
The Jerusalem Post recently
"if
observed
that
the
Palestinians put down their
weapons today, there would
be no more violence; if Israel
put down its weapons today,
there would be no more
Israel."
Since the beginning of the
al-Aqsa Intifada in September
2000, there has been a popular. in fact, en vogue, trend
towards anti-Zionism and
indeed, anti-semitism. It is
understandable to equate the
nation of Israel with a nation
of Jews, after all, it only took
six million Jewish deaths for
the state to be created.
True enough, Israel owes
the drawing of lines on a map
to the UN but it owes its
statehood, its independence
and its right to live in peace
to basic human morals and
values. So, what about the
Palestinians?
Don't
the
Palestinians have a right to
their own homeland, just like
Israel?
The answer is an unequivocal yes. And unlike Israel,
six million Palestinians do
not have to be systematically
and ruthlessly massacred
one
before
is
created.
However, as one popular
economist put it. "there is no
such thing as a free lunch."
The road to an independent
statehood is not through violence nor is it a road that will
yield the entirety of Israel to
Palestinian control.
What is interesting is that

their legitimate aspirations
for an independent state have
been denied to them by their
very own leadership. Yasser
Arafat abandoned the peace
process at Camp David and
Taba, leaving' Israel's concessions unanswered. Are the
Palestinians living in refugee
camps grateful for thenleader's guidance and devotion to tliem? The "all-ornothing" approach that has
been taken is futile, as evidenced by the Independence
War (1948), the six-day war
of 1987, the Yom Kippur War
or
the
current
(1973),
Intifada. On all counts, Israel
has successfully defended
itself against a hostile league
of Arab nations wishing
destruction of the "Zionist
Enemy."
Currently, there is a
"refugee problem." To date,
only Jordan has ever allowed
Palestinians to become citizens why haven't the other
surrounding Middle East
Arab countries allowed their
own people to retain citizenship status?
To counter the mounting
criticism of Israeli control of
"disputed territories," UN
resolution 242 allows for the
legal and legitimate control
of the West Bank and Gaza.
This resolution clearly provides Israel the "right to live
in peace within secure and
recognized boundaries free
from threats." Any Israeli
withdrawal from, these disputed territories, under the
same resolution, must occur
in the context of full peace
and security guarantees. So,
of
the
the
question
Palestinian
Statehood
remains until peace is guaranteed (not likely).
What has the Palestinian
leadership done about this
-
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ism as its diplomatic tool of
choice. Furthermore, instead
of targeting military outposts (the generally accepted
method of military action),
the Palestinian Authority
strategically and maliciously
target environments to maximize the number of innocent
Jewish-Israeli deaths (discos,
pool halls, coffee shops, universities, buses and bus shelters); whereas Israel uses all
of its resources to avoid civilian casualties.
There has never once been
a case where a Jewish Israeli
teen has suicide bombed a
Palestinian
restaurant.
Instead of training a professional army, Palestinian children are recruited as warriors in this campaign of terror or are being put in front
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shields." More young JewishIsraeli children have been
killed as a proportion of total
fatalities and more than three
times as many Israeli female
noncombatants killed than
female Palestinian noncombatants.
There is no doubt that
both the Israeli state and the
Palestinian authority are
entwined in a downward spiral of violence. In lieu of
recent attacks on both sides,
all unforgivable, the Israeli
state has pronounced time
and again that it would end
all
hostilities
against
Palestinians upon the concerted effort of Palestinians
to lay down their weapons.
Attempts at peace have failed;
have
concessions
been
offered and denied. The peace

journey but if it can save
lives, it is worth it. It is
towards this end that both
sides must work and this can
only be done if both sides
grow up. Peace will only
result after a renewed effort
by the Palestinian authority
to end the Islamic Militant
attacks on Israel and the
Israeli cessation of offensive
strikes against the Islamic
Militant Authority. But, if
Israel conceded territory for
the creation of a Palestinian
state and opened its borders
to allow for a Palestinian
"right of return" to Israel,
the result would be the end of

Israel's existence as a democratic Jewish state and that is
unacceptable.
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Contributed photo

Members of the Al Aqsa Martyrs Brigade parade in Gaza City on the third anniversary of the Intifada
problem? It has used terrorof combatants as "human process is a long and arduous
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Canada-U.S. relations
approaching critical point
in the media as the start to a
major row between the two
countries. In fact, it is hard
not to argue that, at this
point, conditions have deteriorated to a stage where civil
relations between the two
nations are laboured and
disingenuous.
Enter the knight in shining armour for any and all
centre-right Canadians who
see a standoffish relationship
with the Americans as bad
business (and I know there
are a lot of you out there).
We've all heard how Paul
Martin, our Prime Minister
in waiting, is going to patch
up Canuck-Yankee relations
with the greatest of ease. And
he may yet do it. But the pertinent question here is: how
has such antagonism been
allowed to escalate and flourish between two historically
friendly neighbours?
The answer might lie in
the domestic situation of each
country. Both the Liberals in
Canada, and the Republicans
in the United States have
done an excellent job in conThe
solidating
power.
Liberals have been in office
since 1993, and are as threatened by the opposition in this
country as a drill sergeant is
by a new recruit.
Similarly, the Republicans
down south gained control of
both houses of Congress in
last year's mid-term elections, and now have a stranglehold on American politics.
And what about the leaders? For Bush, in spite of a
no
trash-can
economy,
Saddam or weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq, a stag-

Guest

Columnist
Chris
Preston
It started, in its most recent
incarnation, with the still
unresolved and damaging
dispute over softwood lumber. As the Americans were
a
introducing
crippling
import tariff on Canadian
lumber, the consensus was
that it was not so much a
malicious blow at our economy but simply the beginning
of a routine trade dispute,
which has grown common in
the era of NAFTA.
We have seen smaller disagreements crop up between
the two nations before and
since. The United States'
protest to the 'socialist' workings of the Canadian Wheat
Board and our government's
concern with large agricultural subsidies down south
being just two examples.
Things of course changed
dramatically in the lead-up to
the war in Iraq. There can be
no doubt that George W.
Bush was getting mildly irritated as Jean Chretien straddled the fence (as per usual)
on the Iraq question for as
long as politically possible.
But the lash of the beaver's
tail across the eagle's face
could be heard across North
America, as Chretien not so
announced
diplomatically
that Canada would have no
part in a unilateral American
attack on Iraq.
Post-Iraq, any disagreement between the United
States and Canada, no matter
how superficial, is portrayed

gering unemployment rate
and an increasingly ineffective "Road Map' for peace in
the Middle East, he still has
the confidence of half of the

American voting public. With
the other half of the nations'
support spread out over 10
Democratic
presidential
hopefuls, it still looks pretty
good that Bush will get the
second term his father never
Canada, despite
Martin chomping at the bit,
Jean Chretien is coasting
along with his February
retirement date sparkling in
his eyes. It is plain to see that
at this point he is accountable
only to his legacy. He's like
an office worker who starts
stealing pens and ignoring
the boss because he knows
his time is almost up.
With an almost silly command of the federal Liberal
party in this country, Paul
Martin should feel right at
home in this climate of power
consolidation.
His monstrous internal party support
combined with the Liberal's
dominance of federal politics
will guarantee him carte
Prime
blanche
his
in
Ministerial doings.
Which
means those hoping for a
positive sea change in relations with our hulky neighbour, should feel lucky that
Martin has expressed interest in repairing the current
breach.
Of course, only time will
tell if Paul Martin, with what
will be almost historically
unmatched legitimacy, will
have the power and diplomatic skill to bring a healer's
touch to the lifeless corpse of
Canadian-U.S. relations. One
thing is for sure, with Bush
in almost the same position,
the near future could hold
some very interesting plot
twists in the soap opera of
North American power politics.
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Honouring those politicians whose
stupidity is virtually unparalleled
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Opinion

Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
BRYN BOYCE

International Editor

It's widely acknowledged
that the gift of gab is a prerequisite for political office.
Well in Italy Silvio is demonstrating the ups and downs
of controlling both the written
and
word.
spoken
Despite his strangle hold on
information desemination,
the media monopolist still
finds himself ridiculed in
the press. The "democratielected
Prime
cally"
Minister, and current EU
rivals
only
President,
George W. Bush in unadulterated
foolishness.
He
likened a critical German
EU diplomat to a Nazi concentration camp guard and
encouraged New York businessmen to invest in Italy
based on the attractiveness
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of Italian secretaries. The
is a winner with a capital W, he recently offended
the Jewish population while
defending- Mussolini against
a comparison to Saddam
Hussein. He stated that fascist leader Benito Mussolini
"did not murder anyone" he
only sent them "on holiday
in internal exile." It is widely known that Mussolini
was responsible for the
deportation of 7,000 Italian
Jews to Nazi death camps.
To top it all off. the selfmade media magnate has
solidified his crooked media
enterprise by railroading a
law protecting top Italian
leaders from prosecution
while in office. Of course the
man can say whatever he
wants, he's placed himself
above the laws of the land.
mail
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the horse's mouth

Local candidates answer questions about students' issues
and respond to criticisms of their platforms
1. Many students rely on part-time low-wage employment to be able to afford
necessities such as food. and. utilities. What is your [party's] plan to aid students with regards to basic necessities?

3. Many students know first-hand the woes of rental housing from abuses
by landlords to skyrocketing rent. What is your [party's] plan to tackle these
housing* problems?

2, Wilfrid Laurier University's BBA program is undergoing deregulation that
would see a drop in the number of middle-to-lower class students much like
what happened with the deregulation of medical and law schools. How would
youjr party] cope with this problem?

4. Getting' to and from university is often a big* cost and inconvenience to students. What are youfr party's] plans to help students with transportation?

1

,

Sean Strickland
Liberal Party

Elizabeth
Witmer

choosechange.ca

We're going to increase min-

imum wage to $8 an hour,
and we're also going to reinstitute rent controls so
that students that are living
off-campus won't have to
face exorbitant increases in
rent from one year to the

next.

Our first commitment to
post-secondary education is
that we're going to freeze
tuition for two years, that's
regulated and deregulated
programs. Then we're going
to look at a more stable longterm funding arrangement
for universities to help
ensure that university education remains affordable
and accessible.
We're going to do a complete review of OSAP to make
sure that it's more flexible.
We're going to create scholarships so 16.000 students
who are financially hardpressed will have an opportunity to get a scholarship.
I know from my experience
on City Council for the City
of Waterloo that we have put
in place some very stringent

lodging house by-laws and
we have increased the num-

ber of fire inspectors and bylaw enforcement officers to
monitor student housing.
I think that that would be
important for any minister
of Colleges and Universities
in any government to work
with the municipality where
our colleges and universities
are to ensure that there are
adequate standards of housing that are enforced by the
local municipality.
From a provincial policy
perspective, well put into
place rent controls so that
housing will remain affordable in the long term. We're
also committed to building
20,000 affordable housing
units.

We have a very ambitious
plan for transportation. I
know from my involvement
with the region of Waterloo,
at Laurier, at Waterloo and at
Conestoga we are diligently
working on a bus pass program with Grand River
Transit and with representatives of the various student
federations
and
student
unions. So that would ensure
more affordability of transportation for students.
We're also going to provide
with
municipalities
more flexibility in develop-

ing transportation solutions
for their communities. Well
give two cents a litre of every
gasoline tax to the municipalities so they can invest
that in infrastructure like
roads, bridges and bicycle
lanes.

the loan program, for students. As you know, we have
increased the funding to student assistance this year,
and we're going to be looking to increase that further.
The Government of Ontario
is a very complex and large
entity with a multi-billion
dollar budget and every year
throughout the course of
business for the Government
of Ontario, surplus assets
are sold through the Ontario
Realty Corporation. That
includes buildings that are
no longer required and also
land.
So our plans are to sell off
items that are identified
through the Ontario Realty
Corporation and other government departments. It's
not going to affect services

publicpower.ca

rent control stipulates
depending on the percentage
of vacancy, and their number's basically 3% and many
cities surf along- that 3%
mark which means that if it
goes above that, all rent controls are abolished. So we
need to make sure that those
rent control stay in place,
and for university students
especially, we need to make
sure those rents are low.

-

Unfortunately it looks like
Lauriers going to have that
vote on October Ist, which
would make it much more
difficult for us. We would
immediately freeze the programs that are leading down
that road and prevent them
from
We
deregulating.
would take a look at deregulated programs and re-iegulate them. We would also
drop all tuitions by 10%.
Freeze it for two years, and

make sure there are strongrent controls. The Liberal
platform has not promised
any kind of rent freeze and

Make sure that universities
have the proper funding: to
use their own transportation. We also want to look at
a 50% cut in public transportation rates by using
some of the money from our
transportation fund which
comes from a 3 cent gas levy
to make sure students and
people with low incomes use
public transit for half price.

the university community;
part of that involves working' with the municipalities. I
think we need to continue to
ensure that rents are affordable. Not just for students,
but for all individuals.

I know that I have opposed
deregulation at another university, Queen's, and I was
on the side that opposed it. I
think it's absolutely essential
that we ensure that those
students that come from
lower-middle class families
are not discouraged from
applying to these programs
with high fees because I
know myself from personal
experience that can be very
when
discouraging
yon
think about the debt load.

Obviously there is bus service in this particular community, but that is a municipal
issue. They're responsible
for making sure there is
transportation, and all we
can do is what we have
already done.
We've actually provided
additional funding to Grand
River Transit in the past
three years in order to make
sure that people have the
opportunity to be able to use
transit and get out of their
cars. In fact, we like to
encourage people to use public
transit
more.

We do. We are actually doubling the funding for the
student assistance program.
We're also limiting the debt
that a student can [accumulate].
We're committing another $400 million to
the
Ontario
Student
Opportunity Trust Fund.
That's going to enable an
estimated 400,000 students
to attend college or university over the next decade.
We have provided over
$2.5 million this year for
capital funding for additional 135,000 new student
spaces. So we've provided
additional money for additional
and
professors
research.
We've increased the operating funding this year as
well. I can tell you that the
operating funding is going
to be $3.1 billion in 20052006.

I think we want to make
sure that people in this
province have access to the
services they deserve. I think
there is a problem right now,
and Td like to focus on the
illegal immigrants that are
here right now.
Unfortunately the federal
government has lost track of
the numbers and I think we
need to make sure that we
provide adequate levels of
support for people that are
citizens of this province.

whatsoever.

New Democratic
Party
their

on tariopc. on.ca

Our; plan is to take a look at

Dan Lajoie
First off we're going to raise
the minimum wage to eight
dollars immediately, unlike
the Liberal platform that's
going to raise it over four
years, or the Conservative
not to raise it at
platform
all. That should help offset
some of the costs of living.
On top of that we're going
to make sure rents are
frozen for two years, and
that we tie those rents to
inflation and that we have
proper rent control so rents
don't keep going up and up.

Progressive
Conservative
Party

I don't think there are many

policies in our platform that
are harmful to small businesses. It's proven that a
boost in minimum wag'e is a
boost to the economy.
As far as tax relief for
corporations, not one of our
policies affect small business
in any way, we will still
make sure that companies
that have payrolls under
$400,000 don't have to pay
taxes on their employees.
Our goal with the larger
corporations is that we simply want to roll back taxes
and make them competitive
with our surrounding states
and other provinces. Longterm, we want to make sure
corporations that set up shop
in Ontario are investing in a
strong province.
It's one thing to say
they're goingl to get all kinds
of tax incentives to come and
invest in Ontario, but not
many corporations are goingto want to be here in. ten
years if the social fabric is
deteriorating. Nobody in the
community will be able to
afford to buy their products.

I think we have to work with

I can't speak specifically to
that. I don't have any information about that. I really
don't know anything about
it.

Correction: In last week's issue of
The Cord, Bruce Wolff was incorrectly identified as the current
WLUSA President. The current
Trudy
is
WLUSA President
Trudelle. Wolff is past president
of the Staff Association. The Cord
regrets the error.
.
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Pauline Richards

Owen
Ferguson

Green Party
greenparty.on.ea
We intend to raise the mini-

mum wage to a target of
$8.80 an hour. We'd start
immediately
by
making*
$6.85 $7. From then on we'd
go up 50 cents every six
months so that places like
Tim Hortons' that have
many minimum wage people
can phase it in gradually.
We
eventually,
want,
tuition to come down so that
you can make minimum
wage over the summer and
make tuition for the following year. If you want to
make it possible for students
to afford tuition, you have to
look at other things.
You need to not cut people off welfare if they go
back to school, you need to
make sure there's affordable
housing, you need to make
sure child care is available.
We would regulate it again.
We do not approve of deregulating programs. It shouldn't matter how much you
make or how much you have
in the way of money whether
you can make use of these
programs.
We don't consider rent controls an ideal solution, but
we consider it necessary in
these times. We have a plan
to shift taxes from building
to land, so that the land
becomes the expensive part,
the buildings less so. The
idea behind that is to build
higher density and more
buildings on the same piece
of property. We also have a
plan to increase co-op housing, to provide grants and
loan guarantees to co-ops.
We want to spend money on

provincial transportation;
we want to move the money
that's already there away
from the building- of more
to
400-series
highways
infrastructure for better
faster more reliable train
service.

Independent

less of income, regardless of

Increase the minimum wage
which has been frozen for
seven years. People who
want to see the minimum
wage raised and want to see
big party politics prevail
should cast their vote with
the NDP, since that's something' that they've at least
guaranteed.
I will also make all available efforts on my part to put
the voice of the people of

I would say that we are well

rounded. If you look at our
platform, it isn't just about
the environment, but it is all
about the environment.
It's hard to explain, but if
you want to bring* down
health costs you have to recognize that environment
affects health. There are
2,000 deaths related to bad
air each year; the cancer
society says that up to 50%
of cancers are environmentally related.
There's an environmental
component to health, so if
you want to reduce health
costs, you can't ignore the
environment, you can't have
good public health and decimate the Ministry of the
Environment.
It makes a lot of sense to
have industry that is responsible for the environment
and there is all kinds of
green technology that we
could really use. We could
have a really prosperous
economy and still have a
clean environment, but you
can't ignore these things.
The environment is the
thread that combines everything* together and if we
don't look after it then everything else will collapse.

Kitchener-Waterloo before
mine in the House.
Finally I pledge to not
spend any of your money,
which is something- we could
only do through raising the
living wage. That [minimum
wage] has a trickle-up affect
into the more wealthy who
will benefit from the more
productive working* force.

My first recommendation
would be to give the university students' coalitions like
CASA and OITSA more of a
voice at the bargaining table.
Currently the big party powers. when there are promising young orators, debaters
and policy writers in CASA
and OUSA, snap up these
students and pay them much
higher to work for the party.
I believe that university
should be open to all, regard-

physical disability, regardless of any impediment other
than obviously intellectual
merit.

What I proposed at the
Kitchener- Water 100
Supportive
HousingCoalition debate was that
there be a slight alteration to
the legislation regarding the
Tenant Protection Act to add
a small clause whereby every
renter include in the lease a
copy of the Tenant Protection
Act.
This ensures that the
landlord is required to provide the tenant with a copy of
the Tenant Protection Act.

I would continue to work on
getting the by-pass completed that was supposed to be
complete
by
September
under the Tory regime.
That's something given an
appropriate standing in the
community I could shuffle
along.
Secondly the new com
muter terminal at the
Breslau Airport is open and
but
Canada
functioning
Customs lias yet to actually
install a Customs office, so
I've worked towards gettinga Customs office there so we

Lou Reitzel of the Family Coalition Party was contacted
about an interview, but regrettably did not respond in time
for publication. His party's platform can be found at
familjrparty.on.ca.

can start having international flights.
The current Tory plan is
to find an American carrier
for international flights but I
would like to see Air Canada
or Westjet or some other
Canadian-based carrier as
the inaugural carrier.

The whole concept of clout in
a democratic system is based
on one person having- one
vote. Every one of the 103
seats in the Provincial House
has an equal amount of clout
as to how much face time
they can attract from the
Speaker of the House.
If [the people] want the
person that's representing
them to actually be representing party higher-ups in
Ottawa and at Queens Park,
then vote for a member of a
larger party. I would recommend the NDP. If they want
someone in that chair that
represents
KitchenerWaterloo before any of the
other parties, they should
vote for me.
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Julian Ichim
Independent

The reality that people face
today is that the price of living- continuously increases
yet wages stay the same.
Even with giving- up all "luxuries," people on minimum
wage are forced to choose
between getting entrapped in
debt to get by. or getting
thrown in the streets.
To reverse this trend it is
necessary that minimum
wage be raised immediately
to $10. By putting a moratorium on debt payments, raiscorporate
taxes
ing
and other such measures,
money used to pay the rich
can be reinvested into social
programs.
Deregulation and privatisation has made it impossible
for poor students to gain
access to higher education
intensifying the rigidity of
the class structure in our
society To tight this, youth
and
students
should
demand:
That the right to education from primary to postsecondary level is guaranteed in legislation.
That tuition hikes be
stopped immediately and
fees be
decreased until
tuition is free.
That- the businesses and
corporations that currently
receive trained, educated
workers free of cost are
required to pay a levy to
finance post-secondary education and training.
That the system of loans
which turns students into
indebted clients of the banks
be abolished and be replaced
with a bursary system.
Housing is a right. While
people sleep outside, abandoned buildings stay vacant
with landlords refusing to do
anything for them for reasons of profits. Any building
that is abandoned for over 3
years would be confiscated

by the province and be
turned into housing for
those who need it.
As well, at this point in
time legislation criminalizes
tenants who pay as much as
half of their income in
rent, having little to no remedy to abuses by landlords.
To alleviate this it is necessary to bring back rent
control,
start
building- affordable housing
and
replace the Tenant
Protection Act with legislation that actually protects
tenants and defends their
rights.
Students at whatever level of
education should receive bus
passes at a minimal cost. In
general, funding for public
transportation ~should be
increased according to the
means
laid
out above.

What an eccentric
election it's been
Matt explores the Provincial election and its confusing
campaigns. Kittens, anyone?
Guest

Columnist
Matt

Miller
Yes that's

right folks, the
election is just
around the corner.
On
October
Ontarians
2nd.
province wide will head to the
polls to cast their votes and
perform their civic duty.
There will be, however, a significant number of people
who will not vote, and I'm
beginning to see why.
This campaign has seen,
among other things, countprovincial

less

What this incident reflects is
not an issue of temper oxself-control, but rather a
thought out political act with
thought out political aims.
When people are not given a
space in the political process
to deal with their grievances
or the attacks on themselves,
people seek solutions to their
problems outside of the political system.
I claimed responsibility
for my action, accepting the
decision of the court, knowing while I was doing this
action that I would not walk
away without repercussions.
If anything this action
shows that I am willing- to
take a stand and defend it
regardless of consequence to
myself.

October 1,20(H

examinations and re-

examinations of financial
plans, various solutions to
the hydro problems and accusations of kitten eating.
I've found myself staring
down a slow, oncoming
steamroller of numbers and
statistics and all kinds of
other information that tells
me just how good or bad life
in Ontario is going to be if
Dalton/Ernie/Howard
has
their finger on the button for
the next term. I scream at it
to stop but every time I do it
quotes another education
price at me.
It's getting to the point
that I'd sooner watch a test
pattern than watch Premier
Eves tell us for the hundredth time the Liberal plan
won't work, or watch Mr.
McGuinty be portrayed as a
candidate that cares because
he stops to do push tips or
skip rope with a young girl
for the camera in between

speeches where he tells us
what the Conservatives did
wrong' or flip through another
which
pamphlet
in
Howard Hampton looks like
he's going' to backhand me in
the middle of saying what the
NDP can do for Ontario,
By the time this election is
over the only number I'm
going to care about is how
many years are going to pass
before I have to deal with this
again.
Now don't get me wrong, I
am interested in politics and I
will vote, but I am just a little
appalled at a lot of things in
this election. For the most
part it's all the mudslinging
that has been going on. When
the most memorable thing
you've said throughout your
campaign doesn't have anything to do with politics but
everything to do with the
nutritional habits of your
opponent, you've got a problem.
It not only takes away
from your campaign but
your
opponents' as well
because they have to come up
with a comment and a
response.
If you're a TV producer
who only has two minutes for
a spot on the campaign at the
beginning of the nightly
broadcast, what do you run
with- the "boring" stuff about
health care, education and
the budget, or the "exciting"
part when a candidate calls
an opponent a meathead?
And if you consider that
the average person gets their
news from the television at 6
or 11, their understanding of
the key issues is less than
adequate.

Even those papers that
many in the Laurier community use to get their daily
news fixin's are plagued with
mud pies. A lot of the newspapers are also filled with so
many numbers it can be difficult to comprehend.
Take the free paper, a
$4.5-billion deficit, $550-million in corporate tax cuts
since 2001, the NDP promise
of raising corporate taxes to
produce $3 billion a year, various proposals to raise minimum wage to $8, and my
$3.50 bagel and chocolate
milk and you've got one bigstomach ache for breakfast
that for once isn't caused by
student
improper
eating
habits.
I'm not saying that financial numbers are bad, heaven
forbid I say that here at
Laurier, I'd be lynched- but it
just gets to be a little much
after a while. It's one thing
to report things, but you
shouldn't have to work for
the Fraser Institute to make
sense of it.
So what do I propose
should be done you ask? Well
there's not much that I can do
to change the way big media
works, I can only try and
convince those of you out
there to go out and make an
educated choice.
Look up party platforms
on the web and you'll find
that most parties make them
readily available on their
respective web sites. Don't
like that? Drop into the local
candidates' offices, they'd be
more than happy to enlighten yon on the local candidate
and the provincial party's
platform.

International Wcrld of
Opportunity Fair
Thursday October 2
11:00 am 3:00 pm
over 20 Exhibitors
in the Concourse including:

International Student Identity Card (ISIC)
■ Access Student Class Airfares™ for Canada

and around the world
■ Save

35%

fffSfwf Jfe

:

-

on economy class point-to-point

tickets with VIA Rail
■ Save 25% on Greyhound point to point tickets
■ Save on attractions, hostels, and much more
■ Plus your ISIC features the ISlConnect phone

card service, including discounted long
distance, voicemail, email, online safe,

Teachers Colleges
Teach English Abroad
Travel cuts/SWAP
Language Schools
Non-Profit Organizations
Career Services
®

See the world your my
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www.travelcuts.com
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Six bucks for a jug of milk?!
Where do you go to fill the contents of your fridge? Read
on to find out where the best prices and fresh food are
LAUREN THOMPSON
Staff Writer

was a horrible sight.

Sobey's is familiar ground for
students in the Waterloo
region. Sobey's is well organized, clean, spacious and allin-all easy to navigate. It is
the kind of store that when
in a rush, shopping can be

at lightning- speed,
without you missing- any
item on your shopping- list.
Of course the first section
that must be assessed is none
other than the fruits and vegetables. Unfortunately, this
section was again less than
inspiring but even more so
than its counterpart Price
Chopper. The apples lacked
shine and appeared dull as if
they had not been looked
after, with a few bruised. If
we were judging' the store on
the merits of fresh fruit
alone, the store would be in
trouble but luckily there's
more to a store than its
apples. I decided to buy a
head of romaine lettuce to
test the freshness of the produce. This was a difficult
task, however, since there
were not any in plain view
that did not appear rotten.
The edges of all that I could
see were black and unappetizing* and so, too, was the
case for much of the produce
found in Sobey's. I suppose if
you want such goods, you
will have to look elsewhere.
The meat appeared to be
as fresh as Price Chopper's
but again it is difficult to
judge the freshness of meat
because a store to offer
spoiled meat is a store willing to poison its stakeholders. A rare sight, indeed.
Gratefully, minimal time
was wasted attempting to
find items that appeared to be
hidden in this massive, wellorganized, greatly-labelled
store. Shopping in Sobey's
feels like you are shopping in
a posh environment. Perhaps
it is because there are stock
boys with friendly smiles in
every aisle unloading boxes
of goods, ready to offer their
aid to any person in distress,
in fact offering without even
being asked. Or perhaps it is
the fact that it seems to be
designed in a manner similar
to malls in the suburbs.
Either way, upon entry to
Sobey's, you feel like you
have entered familiar territory.
I was unable to find a section of ethnically diverse
foods that perhaps would
carry my Goudas products.
However, there was a unique
section that is devoted to
healthy and organic foods,
everything from Natural
Source chips to organic
pasta. I must commend
Sobey's in their encouragement of healthy eating that
counters the so-tempting
snack aisle of chocolate bars

extremely admirable.
These old friends who are
struggling with the new you
can't be told that you've
changed, they need to witness it. There is nothing- you
can say to them to suddenly
change their perspective on
yon. Instead, they must see
over time how different you
have become. If they refuse
to accept the new person you
have become, yon have to be
brave enough to accept that
they aren't mature enough
for you anymore and that
they should be cut' out of
your life.
I get the impression that
although you know you have
changed on the inside you
doubt yourself because others haven't acknowledged
the change. I think that anyone in your position would
feel this way. You must own
hang
up to your actions
onto the lessons you have
learned, bnt nothing' else. Be
willing to take responsibility,
accept and forget the past. I
am certain you have heard
this many times before but
negative people will only
bring you down and take
away from the person you

have become. Be proud of
yourself and do not let fear
stand in the way of developing new relationships. What
your new friends will see is
what you show them. In
other words, new friendships
equal new beginnings.
There are so many places
and ways to get involved at
Laurier. The Students' Union
has
many
opportunities
available for you. Visit the
WLUSU office and take ten
minutes to ask the secretary
how you can get involved,
volunteer or simply get connected with people that have
the same hobbies as you. If
you have internet access, log
onto http://www.wl.usu,com
and just look at the endless
opportunities around campus. You mentioned you
want to discuss political
issues and be involved in
strong intellectual discussions. The Debating Society
is just one of the many
options I was able to find on
the WLUSU website. If you
are interested in writing, The
Cord is always looking for
new writers. If you want to
hold a position of leadership
perhaps a sorority would be

most vital role in my choice
in shopping at a particular
store and their prices are
low, probably as low as you
can get when comparing
them to other grocery stores.
Some people would complain
however that plastic bags are
not provided, but really
they're only five cents each
which discourages the waste
of them and encourages their
reuse, which I am sure the
environment is very grateful
for.
If you are willing to make
the trip to Price Chopper it is
worth the distance. Mainly
fresh fruit, cheap prices and
a variety of foods leads me to
give Price Chopper two
thumbs up. It is a student's
heaven once you have looked
past its appearance and into
its true beauty (your resulting extra alcohol money).
The name says it all.

They

were plum-sized, rotting',
sorry excuses of fruit and so
my smile faded.
To counter this disappointment the walk down the

Price Chopper
for your buck

-

More bang

Wandering" down the aisles of
Price Chopper I am overcome
with the feeling* that I am lost
within the nooks of a cluttered warehouse. There are
boxes
muddled
sittingthroughout the store, seemand
ingly
unorganized
unloaded. The closest Price
Chopper to the university is
close enough that with a car

refrigerated section of the
store made a smile emerge
once more as the meat also
appeared to be of fresh quality but I was cautious not to
get my hopes up too early
due to the produce fiasco.
There was no rotted meat out
past its expiry date and a
good variety of meat was
available.
After looking for quite a
long time for olive oil, the
clutter began to get to me.
My frustration led me to ask
for the aid of a box-boy who,
without verbal acknowledgement of my question, pointed
and sort of grunted toward
the section where the product
could be found. This, as you
can assume, did not give

Price Comparison of Common Products
Common Products

Price Chopper

Sobey's

Farah Foods

Milk (Nellson 2%, 2L)

$3.17

$3.39

$3.79

Eggs (Large/dozen)

$1.99

$1.99

$2.39

Bread (Dempster's whole
wheat ioaf}

$1.59

$1.79

$1.69 (Wonderbread)

Apples (Granny Smith)

$0.97/lb

$1.49/lb

$1.69/lb

(Prime, boneless)

$14.97/kg

$16.07/kg

$3.47

$3.49

Orange Juice

(Tropicana, 1.89L)

it is not a nuisance but without one. it is just about

impossible to venture to.
section,
The
produce
which I consider to be the
most important, was the first
section I encountered. This
section alone can just about
determine the merits of a
grocery store and, to be honest, Price Chopper forced a
smile upon my face. The
apples were shiny, without
bruises or rotting parts and
so too was the case for all the
fruits and vegetables until I
came upon the peaches. I
don't know what the story is
here, if perhaps they are out
of season in Canada and
must be shipped across great
distances but nevertheless it

$3.99

much of an impression of the
grocery store employee or his

customer service training.
After finding the olive oil
and strolling along, to my
surprise I came upon Goudas
products. Goudas is a brand
of mainly canned items that
are made in the West Indies.
Who would have thought
that a store in Waterloo
would offer such a rare commodity? 1 was stunned as
well as proud at the sight of
an entire section dedicated to
ethnic foods.
The factor that really met
my satisfaction was the low
prices of Price Chopper's
goods. Living as a poor student, price always plays the

AskK

Sobey's Not so fresh
-

"

ate.

1

When your scandalous reputation is
haunting you, prove you've changed
Dear Kate,

international clubs or clubs
where we can discuss political
I am a second year Arts stuissues in different countries? I
dent here at WLU. I took a am at a loss
here and this is
year off to travel and now I've making it very
difficult to recome back to resume my eduadjust to school life. If you
cation. I only have a few have any suggestions about
friends that I met first year what I can do about my
that I still associate with. I did
or where I find out
some really crazy things in friends
more about these types of
first year that I'd rather leave clubs, please let me know.
in the past like
exposing my
nipples in public. My problem
Thank you,
is that despite how
many Lost in the crowd.
times I tell my friends that I
am a totally different
person
Dear Lost,
no
they still associate me
.f;
with the
out-of-control qirl What an amazing" experience
I was before. How do I tell you have had travelling the
[hat
tnem that I'm not that person world and in the midst of it
anymore? Where can I meet being- brave enough to find
dijjerent people who won't yourself and being able to
my crazy past? admit the old you was impuluJu do °f
Where
I find out about sive and destructive, that is
-

-

done

potato chips that is often
impossible to resist.
A negative characteristic
of the store is its prices.
Although they are not too
high they still are higher
than those of Price Chopper.
The up side is that Sobey's
gives you bags and even bags
your
groceries for you.
Another pro is its prime location. close enough to walk if
you have the strength or
resources to carry your bags
but just far enough to drive
so you do not feel as though
you are wasting' gas for those
of you fortunate enough to
have a car.
All in all, Sobey's has a
friendly atmosphere, prime
location and a healthy food
aisle but higher prices.
Sobey's receives one thumb
up and one thumb down
since it is no Price Chopper.
Farah Foods Face it, you're
and

-

not a grocery store
Upon entry to Farah Foods it
became apparent to me that I
had already completed my
research of grocery stores,
since I had now come upon a
grocery store wanna-be that
could not help but be a variety store. That is precisely
what Farah Foods is, a variety store that offers everything you would ever expect
such a store to offer, even
homemade Jamaican patties.
Astonishingly, the store was
even brave enough to offer
two items I would never
expect from such a store:
meat (but no chicken breasts)
and fruit. '
As you can expect from a
comer store, its prices were
exceptionally high, which is
never a positive aspect of a
business run in a student
town and is enough for me to
not even acknowledge it as
competition to Sobey's or
Price Chopper.
The store has three pluses: its friendly employees, its
location and the choice of
paying with your OneCard.
Far all Foods receives two
jthumbs down. What can we
learn from Farah Foods? Do
not try to be something you
are

not.

something of interest or
applying- to be a member of
the Board of Directors. These
are two of many different
options
available.
Be
resourceful and open to new
experiences and you will be
shocked at the open arms
yon are welcomed with.
I am confident that you
will achieve your goals of
meeting new people, getting
involved and detaching yourself from unhealthy relationships. I feel this way because
you can see that changes
need to be made, you were
able to identify them and you
have written me to seek help.
Be strong you will be fine.
Always,
Kate

Kate Zeigler appears in the
Ask Kate advice column
weekly, If you would like to
ask Kate a question send it
to
advice@wlusp.com.
Identity is confidential. All
questions are welcome!
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Food for Thought

JESSICA MCLAUGHLIN

Student Life Editor

Every student needs a cheap
and fast lunch. The 011-campus cafeteria options leave
students yearning to sit
down somewhere and be
served, but as students on a
budget know, the restaurant
must be cheap to get our vote.
I decided to try Johnny
Fiasco's for a quick hunger
fix and see just how affordable dining out can be.
Everyone has been to
Fiasco's, if not for food, while

waiting to get into Louie's.
But Fiasco's is more than just
a pre-bar hangout: it's a
great place to eat at an
affordable price. Upon entering the restaurant, we were
seated promptly and a friendly server came to take our
drink order. It should be
mentioned that all meals
include pop, coffee or tea.
The menu featured a selection of sandwiches, an assortment of pastas and a variety
of lunch combo. All lunches
come with soup, salad or
fries, making the meal very
affordable.
I chose the pizza and caesar salad combo. The pizza
was topped with cheese, pepperoni and bruschettta mix.
It was delicious. The caesar
salad was fresh and zesty.and
topped with real bacon. My
companion had the pasta special which was mushroom
alfredo penne with chicken.
The meal came with vegetable
beef soup that was very
hearty and perfect for a cold

day. The pasta was accompanied by garlic bread and had
a lot of grilled chicken and
the creamy sauce was excellent.
For cheap eats head to
Fiasco's Monday nights for
29-cent wings, or even better
Tuesday nights for the unbelievable toonie specials. On
Tuesdays you can get a hamburger, spaghetti with meatballs, or nachos for just two
dollars. On Wednesday the
restaurant features $3.99
pizzas, Thursday is build
your own all you can eat
pasta for $9.99 and an 802:
Prime Rib dinner 011 Fridays
for $10.99, A nice surprise is
that breakfast is also available on Saturday and Sunday
between 11:00 and 4:00 for
just $2.99.
If you take into consideration these tempting* specials,
it seems as though Johnny
Fiasco's provides a dine-in
eating experience that is just
as affordable as fast food. I
would recommend eating- out

lessica McLaughlin

Meals that include a drink and choice of soup salad or fries for
$6.00. That's Johnny Fiasco's!
at

this establishment any
time hunger strikes and
greasy fries and mushy subs
aren't on the agenda. For

good tasting, affordable food

and friendly service, try
Johnny Fiasco's. After all, it's
not just the counterpart of
Louie's, but a great place to
eat.

The best nuked grub and homestyle meals
If you're hungry but strapped for
cash, get in touch with your culinary
side... well if micro waving counts.
NICOLE HUGGINS

Staff Writer

Do your meals come in packaging that also serves as a
dinner plate? Do you cry
yourself to sleep every night
because you miss Mommy's
home cooking? When you
think of the four food groups
do they consist of canned

food, coffee, beer and meals
that you eat over the sink? If
your tummy is hurting for a
good old home cooked meal,
then these recipes are for
you!

Microwave Madness
Easy Cheesy Mini Pizzas
Take one English muffin, cut

it in half and toast it. Spread
with ketchup and top with
grated cheese and pizza top-

a ten oz can of tomato soup
mixed with one cup water
over the peppers. Cover, then

with buttered toast for dipping.

pings such as salami, mushor green peppers.
Microwave until the cheese is
melted. Enjoy!

cook for 28-32 minutes.
Sprinkle the peppers with
grated cheese and let them
cool. Voila, succulent stuffed
peppers!

Hearty Home Cooking

rooms

Succulent

Mix

Stuffed Peppers

Winning Beans and Wieners
Pierce four wieners or tofu
dogs with a fork. Place the
wieners on a paper towel and
microwave for approximately
one-two minutes (or until
cooked). Microwave a can of
beans for three minutes then
add chopped wieners. Serve

together one cup of
cooked minute rice, and one
pound of ground beef with
salt and pepper. Stuff mixture into six peppers, which
have had the tops cut off and
the inner
goo removed.
Arrange the peppers upright
in a casserole dish then pour

Beef and Mushroom

Mash

Add two-three peeled and
diced potatoes to a pot of boiling salted water. Cook for
15-20 minutes. Brown one
pound of ground beef. Add
two ten oz cans of mushroom
soup, cook the beef and soup
mixture until it is boiling*
and bubbly. Mash the potatoes with butter, milk, salt

Continued on page 17
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Horoscope
Week

of

and pepper. Scoop the potatoes onto a plate and top
them with a big heap of the
soup and beef mixture. This
may look gross but it is very
yummy.

October 1- 8

September24-October22
You might have too many
things scheduled on your
birthday to actually enjoy it.
If at all possible try to finish
up any loose ends before
your special day; unfinished
business will only hinder the
celebration.

,

,

A new friend is going to
make your day. Something
he or she does is going to
make you feel very lucky to
have such a nice person in
your life. Make sure anyone
who is extra kind to you is
thanked appropriately.

flries

Scorpio
April 19

October 23-november 21

A tough decision is going* to
be making your life a little
more chaotic than normal.
The best way to resolve a
problem is to consult a
friend. They will think of
something' you wouldn't
have been able to realize.

Luckiest day: October 6

Luckiest day: October 3.

Sagittarius

April 20

Piwetrtber 22 Decaiiber 21

-

ffiay 20

-

A relationship or friendship
is going to be getting better

A strong connection

to some-

over the next little while.
Everything- is going* to seem,
to work out for the best. If
you continue to think positively you will see an
improvement in all areas of
your life.

one is going to be exposed.
You will be able to express
your true feelings towards
someone soon. Also, don't let
anyone tell you what to do
either; you are capable of
making any decisions on
your own.

Luckiest day: October 3.

Luckiest day: October 1.

Capricorn

Gemini

may 21-June 21

tjfjl

December 22 January 19
-

/

A change is going to take
you by surprise. The best
way to deal with any negativity is to rise above it. If
someone is making you feel
sorry for yourself don't hesitate to turn your back on
them.

Someone around you will do
something that is going* to
change the way you think
about a certain person or situation. If a new situation
turns out to be negative,
don't dwell on the negative
or take it personally.

Luckiest day: October 2

Luckiest day: October 6

Cancer
June 22

-

July 22

f^S

Aquarius
January 20 February 19
-

There will be a lot of new
things popping up in your
life over the next while. Be
sure to keep any extra
money tucked away; an
unexpected expense could
take you by surprise. Don't
read too deeply into any
unfortunate circumstances.

The next while is going to be
quite lucky for you. A lot of
positive things are going to
take place. However, don't let
it go to your head. Enjoy any
good things while they last,
as they won't last forever.

Luckiest day: October 1

Luckiest day: October 4

Leo
July 23

Pisces
-

August 22

You will finally be able to
celebrate. After a long* strug-

February 20

-

111arch 20

gle with a certain issue you
are going* to be able to let it
all go and be happy again.
However, be prepared to take
on another task soon, things
are going to be getting*
busier over the next while.

You are going* to be starting*
something* new over the next
while. If it is something
you've never done before
don't get discouraged if you
can't do it perfect right away.
Don't make anything more
complicated than it has to be
either.

Luckiest

Luckiest day: October 1

day: October 3

Uirgo
August 23-September 23

You are going to have to sort
through various issues over

the next while. Little problems are going to pop up and
test your ability to handle
stress. You will be successful
u you think logically
to solve

any problems.

Luckiest

day: October 7.

Start with two cans of condensed chicken broth. To prepare the broth, follow the
cooking directions on the
can.
Add two
of
cups
uncooked noodles and cook
in soup broth until tender.
Add parsley, salt and pepper.
Finally drain and add six

|70f

You might be caught in the
middle of a feud between
groups of people. You are
going to be asked to try and
help resolve any issues that
they cannot. Help in whatever way you can, but don't
become personally attached
to any of the problems.

Taurus

Breakfast

Prepare the desired amount
of bagged hash browns
according to the package
instructions. Next prepare
the amount of pancakes you
would like according to the
instructions on the box (the
just add water kind are good
and easy). For simple scrambled eggs, crack two eggs
into a bowl, add salt, pepper
and a tablespoon of milk.
Stir the eggs with a fork
until they are well beaten and

mixed with the other ingredients. Next place the bowl in
the microwave and cook the
eggs for about one minute
and stir and cook them for
another 45 seconds. To make
bacon, lay four-six strips of
raw bacon on a plate lined
with paper towel and cover
the bacon with another paper
towel. Now cook the bacon in
the microwave for about two
minutes. Depending on how
crunchy you like it you may
cook the bacon for longer.
Finally toast and butter some
bread. Serve this to your
hung over self and friends.

McGinnis Frontßow Restaurant

Luckiest day: October 4

IHarch 21

Big Bang Hangover

Homemade Chicken Soup

Happy Birthday

-

ounces of canned Cambell's
chunky chicken soup and
serve.
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Daniel Roth is a Journalism
graduate of Conestoga
College and is currently a
Communication Studies
student at Wilfrid Laurier.
He has studied Astrology
and other .topics of that
genre for almost 10 years.
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Hawks streak ends at four
Laurier loses first game of season in
overtime thriller to rival Western
Pyear to Joel Wright to give
the Hawks an early 7 0 lead.
On the very next possession. Derek Medler continued
to produce first downs for the
Golden Hawks as WLU
marched the length of the
field to set up another Pyear
touchdown pass. This time, it
was a quick strike to Andrew
Agro from the eight yard line
to give the Hawks a 14 0
lead in the middle of the second quarter.
Although the Mustangs
continually went to their
number one receiver Andy
Fantuz, the Hawks defense
held him from creating any
big plays. Late in the second
quarter, the Laurier defense
returned a missed field goal
back to their own 48 yard
line, only to have a penalty
bring the Hawks back to
their own two-yard line.
However, this did not stop
Derek Medler, who had all
game been torching the
Mustangs' rushing defense.
On the first carry, Medler
broke a couple of tackles and
outran the rest
of the
Mustang defense all the way
to the other end zone for an
incredible 104-yard touchdown run, the second longest
touchdown run in OUA history. This was the crowning
achievement in Medler's day,
as he ran for 310 yards on 39
carries. The score was now
0. as the half began to
21
wind down, but. as fate
would have it. this would be
the highlight of Laurier's
day, as the day began to
crumble from this point
-

DEREK IWANUK

Sports Editor

"I told them

to keep their

heads up", was what Men's
Football Coach Gary Jeffries
had to say to his team after a
disappointing 31-28 loss to
The University of Western on
Homecoming
Weekend at
University Stadium.
The Golden Hawks came
into Saturday's game looking*
to continue what so far has
been a very successful season. The Hawks were definitely feeling- the pressure
coming into Saturday's game
with a four game winning
streak on the line and in
front of a home crowd of
5324 current students and
Laurier
alumni
on
weekend
Homecoming'
against their most notorious
rivals from London. However,
you would have never known
it during the first half of the
game.
The Golden Hawks quickly established the running
game with their most lethal
offensive weapon- second
year running back and CIS
leading rusher Derek Medler.
Medler's exploitation of the
weak
Western
rushing
defense began to set the
offensive tone of the game
that would eventually lead to
28 points. The defence also
did their part to help the
offense put up big numbers.
At the beginning of the second quarter, Hawks linebacker
Lee
Maggiaeomo
recovered a fumble to set up
great field position for the
Hawks on the Western 25
yard line. It would only take
a quick strike from Ryan

-

-

onward.

A couple of possessions
later, Western set up shop
from their own 44-yard line.
While trying to defend a
standard quick slant. Hawks
first year defensive back Josh
Maitin stopped suddenly and
screamed as he fell to the
ground. The injury looked
serious from the moment it

Matt Benassi

Derek Medler avoids Western tacklers on his way to a 104-yard touchdown run. Holy mackarel!
happened, and it was later
revealed that Maitin had dislocated his left elbow. His sta-

tus for the playoffs is questionable, but he is out indefinitely for the rest of the regular season.
With one of the Hawks'
top athletes on the sidelines.
Western's passing- attack
quickly became effective.
Western quarterback Chris
Hessel marched the ball down
to the Laurier eight yard
line, where he connected with
Guillaume Leßoux for an
eight yard touchdown strike
to end the half.
The second half continued
with the Hawks defense conthe
trolling
resurgent
attack.
Western
passing'
However, the offense began to
stumble, as the Hawks did
not record a point in the
third quarter. The Mustangs,
however, chipped away at the
Laurier lead and by the end
of the third quarter Western
had cut the lead from 14
points to three.
The
Hawks'
offense
showed a brief surge early in
the fourth quarter when
Ryan Pyear hooked up with

The life of...
Josh Maitin is a first year
defensive
back
for
the
Laurier Golden Hawks. This
is the fifth and potentially
final piece in a series of articles profiling the rookie as he
experiences the pains and the
growth of first year CIS football. On Saturday in the
game
against
Western,
Maitin dislocated his elbow,
which is potentially a season
ending- injury. In this installment, Maitin reflects on the
injury, the game against
Western and his season so
far.

The Cord: Before you went
down with the elbow injury,
how do you feel that your
performance was so far
against Western?
Maitin: I felt like I was playing- well. I was covering
Fantuz (Western's top receiver), and he didn't get too
many big catches. So I was
pretty happy with the way
tilings were going before the
injury, which was pretty disappointing.

The Cord: What were your
thoughts when you felt the

The Cord: You've dealt with a
lot of growth so far in the
season, how are you dealing
with the pain?

The Cord: Assuming you don't
return in time for the Yates
Cup, or that the team does
not make it to the Yates Cup:
You have to deal with that
possibility, how would you
rate your season so far?

Maitin: The first reaction was
to deal with this pain some

Maitin: First, I would like to
say right now the huge goal

-

Western
line.
20-yard
However, in an attempt to get
better field position for a

game

field

winning

goal,

Byron Hiekey fumbled with
only seconds left in the game
turning the ball over to
Western. Western was unable

to capitalize in regulation,

and the game was forced into
overtime.

yard field goal. On Laurier's

first overtime possession, the
Hawks moved the ball down
to field goal range, and on

3rd and one yard to go, decid-

ed to go for a field goal to tie
the game. However, a botched
snap negated any chance of a

game tying field goal, thus
handing' Laurier their first
loss of the season.
After the g-ame, a disappointed Derek Medler commented on the play calling in
the final minutes of the
g-ame.
"I thought we played a
hell of a game, but we had a
few bad play calls in my opinion." However, he was opti-

mistic that the Hawks would

rebound in the next game
against the York Lions. "We
are
to
definitely
going
rebound, this is just fuel to
the fire."
The Hawks go on the road
for the first time since the
season
opener
against
Ottawa, when they travel to
York to battle the Lions next
Saturday.

OUA football standings

first thing the emergency
room doctor said was that
you're done for the season.
But after more evaluation
with the team trainers, it is
looking more like a six-week
timeline, which would make
me eligible to play for the
Yates Cup.

Did you think you
would be done for the season,
or did you think that you
could make a recover and
still play out the remainder of
the 2003 season?

injury?

-

Western capitalized on
their first possession in overtime, scoring' on an easy f'iv e

Golden Hawks
Sports Corner

how. After that. I had to wait
what the doctor had to say. I
have never been seriously
injured before so I couldn't
give myself a timeline. The

Maitin:
Its
it's
tough,
depressing. I have been
going through the same routine now for a month and
half where football is a huge
part of my life. Now not
being' able to participate in
that is different. It takes
something away from myself
and my personality. But, it's a
lesson. You deal with it, you
learn from it and you grow
from it and hopefully it will
make me a better person.

Andy Bechler for a 79-yard
touchdown strike giving the
Ha wks a little room to breath
with a 28
18 lead. But yet
again, the Western offense
continued to chip away at the
Laurier lead. A quick field
goal cut the lead to 28
21,
and then a touchdown strike
late in the fourth quarter tied
the game with only 2:34 left
in the game.
The Hawks' offense took
the field in hopes of duplicating the magic that saw them
pull out a comeback drive
against Windsor, Like he had
been doing all game, Medler
pounded the ball down the
field. Pyear completed some
key passes for first downs
and with only a few seconds
left in the game, the Hawks
offense was down to the

Laurier Athletics

bad break may cut Maltin's
rookie season short

A

is to get back for the Yates
Cup. I don't want to think
about not getting back. In
terms of what I was expecting- coming- into the season,
I'm extremely happy. As a
rookie coming- into a program like this with a bunch
of veterans it's tough, it's
tough to get a dress spot, it's
tough to step onto the field
and get any playing* time. I'm
happy with the way thing's
are going-, but I know I can
contribute more to this program and that I can. have
more success if I play to the
best of my potential. I think
the best is yet to come.

School

GP

W

L

PF

McMaster
Queens
Laurier
Windsor
Western
Ottawa
York
Waterloo
Guelph
Toronto

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
4

0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

248
27
233
91
189 117
166 110
185 150
131 149
115 165
102 206
98 197
14 269

4

3
3
2
2
1
1

0

PA

Scores from other Hawks
Baseball (6-9-0)

Rugby (M) (2-1-0)

WLU 2

WLU 0
York 36

Toronto 1

WLU 1
Toronto 7

Lacrosse (4-0-0)

Soccer (M) (1-3-1)

WLU 10
Queens 6

WLU 1 York 6
WLU 2 Toronto 3

WLU 12
McMaster 6

Rugby (W) (0-3-0)

Soccer (W) (1-2-2)

WLU 14 Toronto 15

WLU 0 York 1
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Should we show these boys the money?
Bernard
Dawson
You're a member of the Ohio
State Buckeyes football team
and it is the early morning
hours of January sth. You've
just defeated the Miami
Hurricanes in double overtime and thus are 14-0 and
the undisputed number one
team in the NCAA.
Tonight, you get drunk
like a frosh at Homecoming
but while you're pounding
booze to celebrate your victory, the administration of
your university is busy
counting money. Real money
to the tune of at least 13 million for your win in a Bowl
Championship Series (BCS)
game and that is not including all the Ohio State merchandise
that fans and
wannabe fans have bought to
look cool hi support of your

great

season.

Remember all those home
games where a hundred
thousand people paid for the
chance to cheer you and your
teammates on? Or all the
bowls and TV deals that only
add to the pocket books of the
university? And you Mr.
Football player, who worked
and sweated to make this
happen, what is your reward

for making- your university a
hell of a lot richer? You get to
take English 101 free of
charge. Mr. Football player,
you've been ripped off.
Welcome to the wonderful
world of college athletics, a
messed up place where universities make huge amounts
of money off the backs of athletes who are bribed with a
free education. Now don't get
me wrong, an education is a
wonderful thing and with
cost of university in the US
and even hi Canada a free
education is a sweet deal. But
is it really enough? I'm sorry
but when you begin throwing
around millions of dollars,
suddenly free books and class
just doesn't cut it anymore.
It's simple fair trade economics, the belief that when
an organization makes a lot
of money because a group of
people work their asses off,
the profit should be split with
the people who worked to
make the money in the first
place.
Call it socialism, call it
communism or call it the
greatest idea since bread was
first sliced, you cannot deny
those hard workers a fair
share of the profits made off
their labour. And I'm not
talking massive pro style
cash here either, just enough
money for an average university student to live off. Say
$150 bucks a week, which is
about the same amount that a
person working in a normal
university job (say Harvey's)

would earn by putting in the
same hours as an athlete.
Think about it, athletes
are people too. They have
friends and they go out on
dates or just hang out and
chill. Those things cost
money and since they are
busy practicing or making
money for the university
they do not have time for
their sport, school and a part
time job all at the same time.
And if they are getting the
cash from the university,
then they are not getting illegal money from boosters,
agents and other unsavory
characters. Think that is not
an important point? Ask the
University of Michigan who
were forced to put their basketball program on probation
after it was revealed that
Chris Webber and other members of the old Fab Five had
taken money from a booster
back in the early 1990'5.
Basically it comes down to
one major point: fairness.
These athletes put their bodies on the line for the university and the school makes a
lot of money because of their
talents. While athletes in the
US get a free education, that
education is still a minor cost
when compared to the money
a university gets for a successful sports season. Some
of that money should be
going to the people who
earned it in the first place
with their hard work.

Derek

Iwanuk
With the popularity of collegiate sports growing in
Canada and in the United
States, and with the recent
allegations of collegiate players taking money to come to
certain schools or receiving
gifts from agents, the issue
of paying collegiate players
has once again come into the
forefront of sporting debate.
On one side of the coin,
people will say the NCAA and
their schools are making billions of dollars annually on
ticket sales, television contracts and merchandising
and some of that money
should go to the players who
bring in the fans, a la professional sports.
However, on the other side
of the coin and, this is my
personal
opinion, paying
NCAA and CIS players would
hurt the competition of the
game and would dramatically
increase ticket costs and the
integrity of amateur sports
in general. Primarily, when
you begin to pay athletes,
you start a bidding war for
top high school prospects.
As in professional sports,
many of the bidding* wars for
top prospects in a given sport
is usually reserved for big
market areas. For example,
the New York Yankees are
the classic example, their
giant market and economic
stablity allows them to purchase
the
top
baseball
prospects in the world and
this has dramatically affected
the competition of the game.
In the NCAA, the top schools
would be able to purchase the
top talent in the league. Bigname schools like Miami and
Notre Dame would be able to

Lady Hawks 4-0
Women's field lacrosse leads
the OUA with 8 points, followed by Brock with 7. The
ladies beat McMaster 12-6 and
this
Queens
10-8
past
Saturday. Scoring against Macwere 9 different players, and
10 against Queens illustrating
the wide spread talent on the
team. The ladies head to
Toronto to face off against U of
T and Guelph this Sunday.

Corel,

Write

-or die trying

The Cord sits down with linebacker Kevin MacNeill

to Laurier.
Starting* football in the
fifth grade, he found himself
following his older brother's
footsteps. There was something about the game that he
loved from the very beginning.

Growing up in London

and

going throughout the
football ranks, MacNeill
learned how to be a leader, a
proper role model, which he
exempiflies in the locker
room today. This type of leadership role pushes Kevin to
strive to outwork and out
perform everyone around

him.
When asked

what his
achievement has
been, MacNeill replied that
being selected Most Valuable
Player by his teammates in
his third year ranks right at
the top. He added, "That was
the proudest moment that
I ve ever had in football."
Also instilling* pride in
MacNeill is being: able to help
his teammates on the field,
game in and game out. Kevin
greatest
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He calls himself hellacious.
His teammates have called
him most valuable. But what
Kevin MacNeill wants to be
known as most is champion.
For the 18 years of his football career, he has never
kissed a championship trophy but he hopes to change
all that by bringing the Yates
and Vanier Cups back home

suggests that the reason why
he has played linebacker can
be attributed to "an aggression thing*". He relishes
working' on the defensive line
because he can help determine the final outcome of a
game. "I like that I can share
in the success of the team
directly." he said.
This being' the final year
for
the
communications
major, he aims to pursue a
professional career in the
Canadian Football League.
Kevin claimed that in his
draft year, he was not drafted
but is now a free agent and
hopes to sign with any team
that's interested.
As for any mentors in his
life, he looks no further than
Coach Gary Jeffries. MacNeill
sees his coach as a big inspiration in his life. MacNeill
claimed that he has modeled
himself after his coach "in
terms of how he approaches
football and the mental mindset needed to play. The linebacker even loves the words
the coach uses. The word hellacious. the word Kevin used
to describe himself, was actually used by Jeffries in a past
team meeting "When he used
the word," MacNeill said, "I
just loved it!"
MacNeill has also never
loved anything better than
being at WLU. He stated, "I've
done a lot for the school and
it's really given back to me."
He now manages The
Hub, the campus information
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Matt Benassi

Linebacker, Kevin MacNeill
centre and pursues his hobbies of guitar playing, reading and hanging out with
friends,

When asked in the closing-

segment if he sees a champi-

onship coining Laurier's way,
he didn't guarantee anything
but insisted it is the team's
main focus. "Football is such
a crazy game. Even a small
mistake or a bad call by a referee can mean the football
game," said MacNeill.
With a hugely successful
start to this season, MacNeill
feels a new type of energy,
possibly from the chance of
breaking his championship
slump. Win or lose though,
MacNeill acknowledges that,
"I'll be a Golden Hawk for the
rest of my life."
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derek.iwanuk@wlusp.com
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A Real Golden Hawk
Cord Intern

lure top talent away from
smaller schools because they
can afford to. Small market
schools such as Marshall and
Fresno State who have built
up then* programs by recruiting locally would lose those
prospects, simply because the
money from a big- name
school would be too tempting.
There are other suggestions to give players some
more cut from the phenomenal NCAA profit, other then
their free education and
boarding of course. One of
these suggestions is the university would pay players an
hourly wage which would
ensure that they would have
spending money on top of the
money they already receiving
in scholarships.
My response to this is simple: get a job. Although I
think that some of the
restrictions imposed by the
NCAA is ridiculous, such as a
coach cannot even buy his
player a beer without it violating NCAA policies, I feel
that their presence on campus and in the community,
could easily land a job that
would allow them to bring in
extra cash. To have them
paid an hourly wage, as suggested in a recent bill in
Nebraska, is ridiculous.
We also forget that some
of these athletes are going to
turn pro, and their exposure
on ABC or CBS will certainly
make up for any financial
hardships
they may
go
through during college. On
draft day, I doubt they will be
too hard pressed for cash
that they cannot make their
way to New York to hear
their name called in the draft.
Oh yeah, did I mention that
they get free education?
Although collegiate sport's
popularity is on the rise, free
education and exposure to a
national audience will surely
make up for the money that
these athletes do not receive
in college.

Sports
Editor

•

Staff
Writer
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Free concert
unappreciation
The Oddities, Michelle Durant and Brassmunk fail to
draw the crowds despite throwing down hip-hop flava
STEFAN SEREDA
Opinion Editor

I'm the wrong person to be
reviewing a hip-hop concert.
Of the genre. I know very little. As far as objectivity is
concerned, however, I'm not
one of those people who eats
up everything they hear at a
club
or
on Much Music.
whether it be about political
action or Air Force Ones.
Keep this mind as I try to
describe last Friday's NXNE
Campus Roadshow in terminology that you might not
hear P. Diddy use to analyze
his breakup with J-Lo.
Brought to Laurier by the
A-Team, the North By North
East show boasted a line-up
of up-and-coming' hip-hop
artists, including Motown
recording-artist
Michelle
Durant,
and
headliners
Brassmunk. Unfortunately,
even former MuchMusic VJ
Rainbow Sun Francks failed
to draw a crowd of people
larger than the number of
band members present during opening act The Oddities.
During this first set, the
audience consisted mainly of
A-Team volunteers trying to
encourage everyone else to
have a good time. This gave
the host of corporate sponsors (who outnumbered the
groups) a chance to cop their

wares onto unsuspecting' students, whose sacred Turret
was once again turned into a

marketplace. Chart Magazine
and Solo cellular phones continued the marketing blitz as
the smattered congregation
tried to ignore abysmal
karaoke attempts made by
their peers and the host's '80s
hair-metal leather pants.

By this point in the
evening the concert
started to reflect an
intimate club gig,
rather than an

artless branded
event passed off as
free concert.

a

At some point during' an
amateur rendition of "Rung
Fu Fighting-" (a memory I
have since tried to burn out
of my brain by sticking- a
match into my ear), I had to
ask: what place does karaoke
have at a hip-hop show? Or
outside of a night loaded with
alcohol tremens at the Silver
Spur?
The scene started to pick
up when self-proclaimed diva
Michelle Dux-ant started her
set, with backup singers and

dancers in tow. By this point
in the eveningl the concert

started to reflect an intimate
club gig-, rather than an artless branded, event passed off
as a free concert. Durant
played up the fact that she is
a Canadian, which elicited
the obligatory cheers from
the audience. Clearly, they
forgot that this homegrown
talent is always being exported South of the border in the
Canadian tradition of signing* with an American label,
which in this case is the
Detroit-based Motown. This
set
incredibly
energetic
included plenty of giving it
up, turning- it loose, jokingly
passing out on stage and
introducing- her mother, who
tours with Durant as a backup singer. I even caught a
couple songs 1 recognized,
which I will assume were
released as singles.
Still. I'm a bitter classicrock listener who can't get no
satisfaction. Even after a few
beers, my appetite for good
times still wasn't sated, and I
had. to wait for Brassrnunk to
Smith-verb ally get "jigg-y"
with it.
Finally, the crowd had
reached triple-digits and
Brassrnunk played a tour-deforce despite the small number of attendees. Energy was
high as plenty of hands were

Matt Benassi

Former V) Rainbow Sun Francks (left) and the Oddities perform at
the Turret for a miniscule crowd
extended over heads, pointing- in time to the beat (for
those of you like myself, the
equivalent of this for rock &
rollers would be the Devil
horns). This groove was
worked for a good hour, as
Brassmunk paid homage to
hip-hop's mythic figures (Dr.
Die and company), blending
themselves in seamlessly
with the Turret's usual scene.
Had the predominant atti-

tude which turns a phrase
like "free concert" into "a
night worse than tea with the
Huns" not doomed the night
from the get-go, this concert
would have been much more
successful. All three of the
groups played their best considering the hand they were

dealt, bluffing aside.

Does School of Rock really rock?
Impressions from the Cord screening

of Jack Black's brand-new kids flick

Black's newest comic
vehicle, School of Rock, may
not be anything- groundbreaking- but it is certainly a
terrific piece of entertainment. Though the premise is
rather unbelievable, this is
not the sort of film we g'o to
for realism. Jack Black plays
a lazy freeloader who dreams
of making- it big- as a musician but he's an embarrassment to his band and a burden to his best friend and
His
roommate.
friend
(played by the film's screenwriter. Mike White) is a substitute teacher, so to make
some money. Black pretends
to be White and becomes a
fifth grade teacher at a private school.
Black begins
teaching- them an appreciation for rock music and
moulds them into a kick-ass
group that will compete in a
local Battle of the Bands competition. This is Jack Black's
movie from beginning* to end
and he is consistently funny,
giving us his usual blend of
crazed facial expressions,
subversive wit and over-zealous rock improv numbers.
My one concern is that his
Tenacious D partner, Kyle
Gass, does not stop in to
make a guest appearance
during the film.

After seeing- the first twenty
minutes of this movie and
making- a few basic deductions from the commercials,
it becomes ridiculously easy
to predict this movie's course
of events. Anybody who is
unable to must either a) suffer from short-term memory
.loss, b) have never seen a
Hollywood film before or c)
suffer from short-term memory loss. Wait a second...
Every step of the way, the
only people in the theatre
who are surprised by what
occurs next are the actors in
the film. Oh no! They're not
allowed to enter the contest!
Whoever thought that would
happen? Oh 110! The parents
found out! Who could have
predicted that? Oh no! I'm
trying- to end the misery by
impaling myself on my overpriced straw! What a surprise!
The only thing- humorous
about Jack Black is the fact
that his name is Jack Black...
but he's white. Other than
that, I don't care much for
the man.
If this film cost me money,
I would have wanted a
refund. Even though it didn't. I'm still considering asking Paramount for my two
hours back.

Brad Skeltori

Wilbur McLean

Jack

Cord Entertainment: Randomly
going forward in time to review
movies since 1926.
wluentertainment@yahoo.ca

With a predictable plot of a

burnt out wannabe rocker
who usurps the identity of

his straight-laced roommate

and becomes a substitute
teacher at a prestigious prep
school, hilarious high jinks
ensue.

For anyone who has ever
been shot down by The Man
before, this movie will inspire
you to revolt! School of Rock
proves, once again in true
Hollywood fashion, that the
sloth that leeches off the butt
of society can band together a
group of underdogs and
whip-crack their schwumpy
tails to rise against the
crushing' blows that The Man
dishes out in true Rock N'
Roll form. Although not a
mind stimulating' movie, it
was g'ood for a few laughs.

Amy Rogers

School of Rock is undeniably
a movie targeted at the "Aw,
wasn't that cute?" family
audience, while simultaneously allowing front man
Jack Black to flaunt his
renowned style of humour.
The numerous, yet subtle,
references to child molesting
left me vulnerable and the
sight of twenty prep-school
kids all p unked and newwaved out thawed my ice-cold
heart. I was glad to see that
School of Rock narrowly
saved itself from some deadly
cliches,
genre-related
although it fits comfortably
within predetermined confines that offer movie-goers a
safety net of familiarity.
When all the laughs and
cheesiness wrapped up, I left
the theatre with a sense of
warmth and cheer. I was also
inflicted with a sense of fear
for
headpsychopathic
mistresses singing popular
music.

Oh Richard Linklater, you
made a mainstream movie. Your new film
is so cozy and affable, I felt as
though I was being served
at
milk
cookies
and
Mr.
Yes,
Grandma's!
Linklater, no longer are you
the stoner-iiulie-wunderkind
that produced the anthemic
Dazed and Confused. Still,
your movie School of Rock, is
undeniably fun in an "aw
shucks, that little preppy kid
is ripping out a smouldering
guitar solo" kind of way. You
have also packed your movie
full of great classic rock
tracks, laughs, and Jack
Black. But don't worry! He

Chris Clemens

Jack Black is animated. Jack
Black is hilarious but above
all things, Jack Black is
incredible to watch. Like Jim
Carrey, Black's body language and facial expressions
are enough to cause a giggle, yet at the same time, his
energy on-screen evokes a
unique quality that is reminiscent of the great John
Belushi. Throughout the
film Black licks his way up
and down the neck of a
Gibson SG, blasting the electric sounds of Led Zeppelin
and AC/DC. Interestingly
enough, the rock of choice is
hard-sounding, yet simple
rather than complex and
intricate; the music is fairly
easy to play, which makes
the children's ability to play
them seem probable instead
of unreal and simply unbelievable. Like Shallow Hal,
Jack Black proves himself
worthy of a leading role and
does so with flying colours.
Rob Crocco

have finally

carries this movie like Jimmy

Page carried Zepp: with
panache and red hot rock and
roll!

Chad McCordick

Contributed Photo

Jack Black demonstrates the importance of multitasking in the
competitive world of elementary school music
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It's somewhat ironic that one
of the most prominent tracks
on Boys Night Out's new

release Make Yourself Sick is
titled "(Just Once) Let's Do
Different."
Something'
Hailing from Burlington,
Ontario, their screamy poptinged punk sound is not
only typical of bands in their
area, but of the latest wave of
borderline mainstream punk.
However,
while
their
sound is nothing new. Boys
Night Out manages to stand
out by focusing on strong
songwriting.
Combining*
hardcore
screams
and
dynamic
drumming with
bright vocals and guitar harmonies,

Make

Yourself Sick

masters both ends of the
musical spectrum. The lyrics
follow the same principles of
contrast, creating a darker
side to the standard poppunk love song with dark
metaphors of crime and murder. Vocal arrangements follow suit; the darker the lyric,
the brighter its presentation
(particularly apparent in the
pop-esque gang-vocal clapping breakdown of the opening track, featuring the
lyrics
'drag
my
corpse
through the cities I never got
to visit').
From the aggressiveness
of tracks like "Anatomy of
the Journey" to the upbeat
crowd-friendly vocals of "The
Subtleties That Make Mass
Murderers Out of Otherwise
Decent Human Beings," to
the acoustic guitars and
heartfelt lyrics of '"Hold on
Tightly. Let Go Lightly,"
Make Yourself Sick defines
itself by taking the expected
and making it different, by
setting a new standard of
quality within the genre. And
hopefully, it won't be just this
once.

The acid test for any decent
CD
reviewer
should
be
whether or not they feel that
the album is worthy of purchase.
especially in this
down 1oad-centrie age where
starving- students are the
critics.

David Usher's voice
is so bland and
ineffectual that

nearly every song
suffers from it.
The problem in this particular case is that David
Usher's Hallucinations is not
bad. It's so "not bad" that I
can't decide whether every
song hasn't already been
done.

Hallucinations

puts

itself at a distinct disadvantage by relying heavily on
David Usher's voice, which is
so bland and ineffectual that
nearly every song suffers
from it.
Remember when Moist
came out with 'Push?' It's as if
that track was too on-thenose for Mr. Usher. His new
goal is to make sorely uninteresting pop tunes, while his
producers take the easy way
out at every opportunity,
ruining several promisingsounding tracks, Mission
accomplished.
If you are a hardcore
David Usher fan you probably
want to buy this for the nifty
mini-CD that is included,
which contains a couple of
live versions of previously
released songs. If you're a fan
of music, you're going to
want to seek out. artists with
an interest in originality. No,
this CD is not a purchase.

Say

On September 16th, 2003.
one of the most anticipated
rock albums of the year was
released to hoards of loyal
fans, Alternative supergroup
A Perfect Circle, led by
Maynard James Keenan, left
the music scene after their
impressive debut, Mer De
Noms, sold over a million
copies. After months of writing by band leader and guitar
player Billy Howdrel, they reemerged with the shockingly
beautiful sophomore release
The Thirteenth Step.
This album was a long*
time coming. After the success of Mer De Noms, sultry
bass player Paz Lenchatin
left the band to play for Billy
Corgan's Zwan. Rhythm guitar player Troy Von Leeuwen
also left the band to play with
stoner-rockers Queens of the
Stone Age. To fill the void,
Billy Howdrel, session drummer Josh Freese and lead
singer
James
Maynard
Keenan of Tool fame brought

.

"Weff, sfie'sfashionably lean
'And sfie's fashionahfy fate
Sne'ff never wreck a scene
Sfie'fl never freak a date
But sfie's no drag
Just watcfi the way she walks"

.

•

•

•

•

Do you know these drug-induced 60s lyrics? Sing them in
the shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email with the
song and artist name to wluentertainment@yahoo.ca and I'll
put your name or picture somewhere in the next issue, plus
you'll get a magical mystery prize GDI

Last week:
Mystery woman Anne Jones was the champion of the simplicity extravaganza, beating out 30-odd other responses
with blazing speed. The answer was, of course, Live s
Lightning Crashes" a song (almost) everyone remembers
as the teenage slow-dance anthem for puppy love and sappiuess._Yay!
-

-

Chris, 1Entertainment:'Editor

Albums
...for people who couldn't
handle punk, so they settled
fox new wave:
1

5.Depeche Mode "Violator"
4.Blondie "Parallel Lines"
3.Talking' Heads "TalkingHeads; 77"
-

-

-

2.Elvis Costello
Is True"
1.Elvis Costello
Year's Model"

-

"My Aim

-

"This

STEFAN SEREDA
...centred around semi-

obscure chicks:

5.Sarah Slean

"Night
Bugs"
4.Tori Amos "Boys For
Pele"
3 .Sleater-Kmney "The Hot
Rock"
2.PJ Harvey "Is This
Desire?"
1.Ani Difranco
"Re vellin g/Reckoning"
-

-

-

-

-

CARLY BEATH
...revered by trendy emoheads in the decline of the
scene:

5.Saves the Day "Through
Being Cool"
4.Bright Eyes "Every Day
and Every Night"
3.Jimmy Eat World
"Clarity"
2.Dashboard Confessional
"Drowning EP"
l.Weezer "Pinkerton"
-

-

-

-

David Ricci

-

CHRIS CLEMENS

Contribute or face my wrath!
wluentertainment@yahoo.ca

~Dan Einwechter, President of Challenger Motor

Michael Millard

WeefcCy Lyrics

Twiggy Rameriez, formerly
of Marilyn Manson. Twiggy
lias added experience and
to A Perfect
aggression
Famed
Circle.
Smashing
Pumpkins
guitar
player
James Iha was also recruited
to replace Troy. With a new
line-up and a stellar new
sound which reflects early
Nine Inch Nails, A Perfect
Circle reemerged with a scatter of random club dates in
North America.
For all you Mer De Noms
lovers out there, be careful
with this new release. It's not
the A Perfect Circle we all fell
in love with back in the day.
The songs are more complex
and melodic.
Don't be discouraged though, this album
shows that this band is able
to re-invent themselves in
addition to giving their fans
new,
some
challenging
music. In today's mainstream
rock world, few bands can
reinvent themselves without
their fans proclaiming- they
are raging sell-outs. This is
not the case with. APC. On
such haunting tracks as "The
Noose" and the powerful
heavy-hitting single, "Weak
and Powerless", lead singer
Maynard
James
Keenaxi
proves once again why lie is
the dark prince of alternative
rock.
The Thirteenth Step proves
to be a well crafted and intelligent sophomore release
from one of alternative rock's
best bands. It is full of depth,
revealing new aspects to each
song with subsequent listenings. A Perfect Circle's new
release is certainly worth
picking up.

"Elizabeth has improved local health,
education and transportations systems. 99

•

Kat Lour en co

Top 5

in controversial bass player

Freight

Increasing Operating Grant for students
Additional funding to hire more facultyi
and teaching assistants
Over $1 Billion for research
Doubling the funds for student aid
I
Improved financial supports and a
simpler loan system for students
Interest relief loan repayment program
New debt limits to cap the amount of debt
an individual student can carry
Millions in funding for Laurier's
new Science Research Centre
I
Millions in funding for redeveloping
Laurier's Library and SBE Building
I
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The Rundown breakdown Finally, a Saved
by the Bell DVD
which is ultimately achieved
through subordinates of the
'supreme being'. In this film
the being is represented by
Christopher Walken, who
plays the sadistic Hatcher.
And the inclusion of Walken
adds a sense of artistic legitimacy to the film. But seriously, if you need me to
digress further into the academic value of this film then
you're not interested in this
movie anyway.

ERIC CHOW

Who you should see it with?

Cord Entertainment

In The Rundown, Beck (The
Rock) is a 'retrieval expert'
whose job is to use any
means necessary to retrieve
whatever he has been hired
to bring back. This often
leads to Beck confronting his
mark and giving them the
choice of 'Option A or 'Option
B\ 'A' is the choice that
involves "no blood, no broken
bones, no problems", whereas 'Option B' is generally a
little more violent.
His
employer finally agrees to
the notion of Beck retiring
on the condition that he completes one final assignment
find the boss* son, Travis,
who has gone off into the
Amazon in search of a longlost artifact. The action and
laughs start as Beck begins
his quest
of capturing
Travis, whom he quickly
learns has an extremely
quick mouth and a staunch
reluctance
to leave
the
Amazon. The pair soon learn
that they must work together against the tyranny of a
sadistic gold-mine owner.
-

This is definitely one film
you should watch with a
WWE superstar! Should that
fail, you could always invite
your English professor, as
they are not always stuck in
their tiny offices reading
grim novels.

My Take
At first glance, this film
appears to be nothing different from the action comedies
of the past. There are everpresent one-liners, a damsel
a
distress,
sadistic
in
supervillain and exotic locations. But how does this
movie differentiate itself
from other action comedies?
Even Exit
Wounds had
humor. To answer that, I
believe this film would be better defined as a comedyaction film. In The Rundown,

the action does not highlight
the movie but rather compliments it from a passive role,
thereby giving; a refreshing
feel to the film. Don't get me
wrong, the action sequences
were great and fast-paced,
brought together by inventive camera work. However,
there were a few annoying
flaws in the film. In the opening sequence, Beck eyes a
club of people and boldly
states that it's a room full of
All-American
linebackers
and defensive tackles, but
soon thereafter he calls them
'offensive
linesmen'.
I'm
sorry, but that is blasphemous to the die-hard football
fans out there, especially
since The Rock was a former
player himself. Also, the CGI
is somewhat shoddy and
obviously very fake. But
nonetheless. I believe that it
would be difficult for anyone
to argue against watching
this film at least once.

Cheeky Fact
Did you know that while
Seann William Scott was in
L.A. for a Baywatch audition,
he was robbed by South
Central gangbangers? They
took his shirt, his shoes, and
all the money he had in his
wallet, which amounted to a
whopping one-dollar bill.
Cheap-ass!

Academic Value (?)
The Rundown can

more or
less be seen as a filmic representation, or adaptation, of
George Orwell's notoriously
grim novel 1984, In 1984, it
a
distinctively describes
totalitarian society in which
a single individual has complete control over the people,

Contributed Photo

Two heroes of pop culture, together at last
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Bell,

However, can a person
handle that much Saved by
the Bell? When I purchased
the DVD, I sat down to see
how much I could watch
before I ripped the DVD out
of the player and tore it to
shreds. In my first attempt, I
was only able to stomach four
straight episodes. Yes, I
know that I am weak.
Now for all of you

DAVID RICCI
Cord Entertainment

Recently, an event which will
the
of
change
course
mankind took place. People
will be lining* up for miles
just to catch a glimpse of it.
Yes, it's true. I can say
with great pleasure that the
general public can now own
Seasons One and Two of
Saved by the Bell, one of the
greatest television shows of
all time. All your favorite cast
members are present in this
killer DVD. You've got the
stereotypical jock AC Slater,
the stylish Lisa Turtle, hot
Kelly, brainy Jessie and the
king of cool Zacli Morris.
Who can forget his 80's style
cell phone? Wait a sec. how
could I forget about the lovable and truly messed-up
Screech Powers? That's right,
you can now watch Dustin
Diamond in his prime as the
zany nerd who captured our
hearts during the late eighties and early nineties.
This delicious package
includes all the antics of the
gang and their hilarious
principal, Mr. Belding, and
includes such epic episodes
as The Lisa Card and the

l

'THE PHONE CORD')

OPT

classic "Zach Tapes". In total
you get a mammoth 750 minutes of pure Saved by the

I

Jl VJL
\V VkHIBHiH

out
there that disagree, and
think Saved by the Bell is
lame and stupid. I have only
one thing to say to you:
you're all liars. Everyone
loves Saved by the Bell. We
can all identify with the characters and events that took
place during the show's
decade-long run. This show
is a cultural gem that we will
all love forever.
Now everyday can be
spent hanging out at the Max
and causing more problems
for Mr. Belding. Man oh man,
how I miss the eighties.

Contributed Photo

"The Gang" we all know and love
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The Waterloo Review includes a
listing of all student telephone

If you wish to remove yourself from this publication
please stop by the WLUSP office, call us at 884-0710
ext.3564 or e-mail info@wlusp.com
The deadline to remove your phone number from our
publication is
FRIDAY OCTOBER 3, 2003.
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Teach English

Network your house!!!
Looking for network cables for your
computer? Need internet cables for
our apartment or house? Call the
Friendly Geek! Futureshop charges
$40 for 50 feet of network cable, 111
same f° r $20!
-vou
Customized high-quality cables of
ANY length available. Lowest prices
in Waterloo guaranteed! Phone
Shim-Shimma at 721-2003 or emal
shim4sso@wlu.ca

Overseas

Guaranteed-Great Pay.
Jobs
TESOL Certified 5 days in-class
$$

fOnelDh Oct. 8-12). on-line or by
correspondence. FREE Information
Seminar. FREE infopack:
1-888-270-2941 or contact
dinhaltesol com
_

Part-Time Work

Adrian Jones Music School
Instruction in guitar, bass, voice
and theolT- Located on bus route in
uP"town Waterloo. Learn from a
professional recording and per-

Paid part-time support worker
positions available in various residential settings for individuals with
developmental challenges. Every
second weekend and/or relief
hours. Generally 8 or 12 hour
shifts. Experience an asset. Send
resume to Don Mader c/o K-W
Habitation Services, 108 Sydney
Street South Kitchener. ON. N2G
2Y2
"Minimum 8 month committment

formingartist.www.adrianjones.org
or
info@adrianjones.org
519.886.4514

FRINGE
Do you want to direct? Stage mana ge? Act? Recite poetry? Or perform music? Come out to a general
meetin S for the
FR!NGE on
October 7th spm @ St. Mike's rm.
111. Questions e-mail:
laurierfringe@hotmail.com

!

Models Required
For catholic sculptor, a Jesus
look-a-like. Also male and female
nudes. Competitve rates. Website
www.sculpturebytps.com.Call
742-1619 Mon-Fri 9-5

Typing and Proofreading Service
Excellent and accurate word processing, typing and proofreading .
Your manuscripts, reports, essays,
theses, etc. will be perfect. Work is

If
MCAT, OAT, DAT, PCAT, Soap

Carving

of notes and practice tests with
sets
.
.
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Caitlin,
You are a nerd but I love you too!
have your people
Lets do lunch
call my people.
Jenn

,

Hi
1

I'm bringing you back, it's been far
to lon g since we've used this. So
yes, Minicrush beware there will
be mention of you to come.
Minicrusher

jg£

.

Ms. Tuutenklunkerr,

Uhr heraus fiir die eisenstange.

The Girls,
Thanks for sharing the RENT
experience with me...you made my
day. "Measure your life in love."
A lovable "RENT head"

Hey Tooter,
I swear 111 never smell one again.
And I thought they smelled like
roses!

WOrfk
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New Bestfriend,
I've missed you lately. Sadness.
Friend

for

r

WOrdS

10 CCOtS for C3.C1l
wOr( J Qver gf)
1A

who saved my
Clearly.
We've used you too much in the
office.... clearly.

Now hiring,
Someone to walk behind me and be
mv |iant talkin S reminder/to-do
list. Pay is nil.

nnrjpr 30
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the person
from evil
hank-you.
I
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Minicrush,
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Art,

|

came early...you finished H ■
before everyone else...man you're H B
,

good.
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A great outfit is...
the one that ends up on the floor
at the end of the night!
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THE FOURTH FILM BY

JUL,

-

Mike,
1 didn't mean to snub you. Is it too
much to ask for a little love...come
on now. Can't wait for the meeting. My heart's all aflutter.
Your favourite Cordie

Bedroom Beats!

Dave

-

-

Cute Lil' Hamster
W/ case and accessories. Free to a
good home! E -mail :
lboucha2l6@rogers.com

~~

1572. Ask for

1

1

you

"

,

|

Jenn
I love you! I mean I like
you! I mean you' aright...l suppose
what I truly mean is you're
cool...kinda, but in that "you're not
so cool way" god bless

Sie Lieben
Sew What?
Need jeans shortened, buttons
replaced, or a patch put on your
favourite pants? Call and make an
appointment with Stephanie @
497-5323.
Most
alterations
returned within four days.

Need Storage (Waterloo)
qk
inHnnr all sizes 4.99 95
$44 95 call Harry KW Safe
Storage 570 0985, 136 Moore
AvenueS Waterloo

.

Whey Protein for Sale
Protein. Whey protein concentrate,
8 lbs for $65.00. Highest quality
protein. Call Aaron in Waterloo at
884-5077.
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EVERYWHERE,
Check

out
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QUENTIN TARANTINO
OCTOBER 10TH!

what's

new

at

www.allianceatlantisfilms.com
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Special effects wizardry
Visual effects expert, Timothy Eaton, talks computers,
costs, and how the technology times have changed
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor

Ha zing worked on a night
sh ,;t this summer while all

my friends were either out of
to a or working during the
cl<: s, I substituted their compa y with a plethora of VHS
taj s for the summer- includin; one that I was skeptical
ab it: "Gangs of New York,"
I c. aided to pick it up after a
co-worker of mine told me
that it was a great movie with
even better visual effects.
Having* watched it twice this
summer, I can honestly say
that I wasn't disappointed, ft
was inconceivable to me back
in July that I would ever have
the opportunity to meet the
person responsible for creating' these same effects. To my
surprise, I did.
Academy award winning
visual effects editor Timothy
Eaton was the honoured
guest at the Aspirations film
festival, as well as its speaker
at the opening gala on
Thursday evening. Eaton,
who grew up in the K-W area
and attended Forest Heights
Secondary School, came to
the festival in support of upand-coming Canadian filmmakers. I was fortunate
enough to be able to speak to

him for much longer

than

my allotted, ten minutes. One
of the first things that came
to my mind was. 'what were
the opportunities and challenges that an aspiring- film
maker had both in the past
and today?
Eaton
described
the
biggest challenge in his own
time as a film student graduate was the stigma attached
to film students. Eaton said
the perception at that time

2 Hollywood tips:
learn to learn,
and have a strong
network of
"industry people."
was people involved in the
film industry believed they
had to earn their place in the
industry by learning- to walk
the walk and talk the talk.
"They were resistant to academies," Eaton said. As for
today, things are very differ-

ent.
"What you can do on a
Macintosh G5 is the same as
an editing* suite that cost a
million dollars ten years ag-o.
Three guys in a garage can
do the same thing' today that

professionals can do." Eaton
said the advantage student
filmmakers have today is
that they can compete with
the large companies. The disadvantage is their sheer volume and debt load; Eaton
even mentioned an article in
Hollywood Reporter from
September 1 Otli discussing
this.
"What they are now recommending* to first year film
students is get an agent. The
lIS alope is graduating
20,000 students a year with
debts. 5
heavy
Eaton
remarked. When lie was at
York, Eaton said that each
film student got a stipend of
$1000 dollars to make their
thesis film. Today, some film
students are going over fifty
thousand dollars in debt to
complete their film school
thesis.
Technology has been one
of the key things thai has
own
revolutionized
his
career. For example, Eaton
mentioned that in making
the trailer for the latest project he is involved in- "The
Polar Express," the amount
of time it takes to make the
shots of clouds has been significantly reduced through
the use different techniques
'

such

as

particle

displace-
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Titanic is one of the more prominent films Timothy Eaton has
worked on in his illustrious career. Ain't Leo soooo hot?

ment, and has given him several options in creating the
scene. "When making 'Back
to the Future 3,' creating the
scene with the rain was a big
deal," Eaton said; "today
making a similar shot is
not." There are two things
Eaton discussed in what
makes someone successful in
the field of film today. The
first is learning to learn,
since the technology involved
in movie making is changing
very rapidly. The other is to
have a strong network of people and prove yourself to a
group of people within the
industry. Eaton mentioned
that from each job a connection can be made that leads to

job- making' uretliane bodies
for the B movie "Legion of
the Winged Serpent"- allowed
him to make the connection
that would eventually lead
his career to Los Angeles.
"The Polar Express" is not
Eaton's only project right
now. The other is a screencalled
play
"The
Lost
Wizard," based upon the life
of Nicola Tesla.
Eaton said the one thing
he was looking forward to at
the festival, apart from viewing the spectrum of Canadian
talent, was to see the ratio of
students who choose to use
digital over more traditional
mediums.

further work. His own first

Short and sharp reviews of edgy films
If anyone reading this was fortunate enough to be in the audience for the "Films from the
Edge" segment of the Aspirations Film Festival last Saturday night/Sunday morning, maybe
you were as surprised as I was, I can't mention all the films, hut there are a few I would like
to acknowledge:

New Vertiform City

Ryerson University
Director: Brad Abrahams
Summary: I love robots
It's 1952 in Hew Vertiform City, and the human working class
is replaced and made obsolete by autonomous robots. A group
forms to stop the robots. People get upset, some are drunk,
there are nerdy looking- engineers, attractive women,
romance, guns, robots, walking and running, oil splatters,
nervous surgeons, and cocky political-like-figures who all
erupt into a violent riot of robots people. Sounds a bit silly, but
since it was a film-noir style picture it was very enjoyable to
watch.

JON BOOREN

Cord Arts

The Young Couple

(How Foolish)
\SCAI)

Marking Men
York University
Director: Benjamin Lichty
Summary: Smooth shots and
great music
Takes place in a world where
everyone has a visible tattoolike marking on their body.
We meet a character named
Eve who is bent on removing
or changing her marking;
she meets up with a boy
whose marking changes.
However, this isn't really
important, as I found i wasn't really captivated by the
story, but more by the shots
and music used. In my opinion, this was the best photography and score of the
night. Smooth shots and, for
the most part, perfect lighting made the story appealing. The music production
featuring well-planned sampling was superb, and gave
the film a comfortable and
soothing feel.

Director: Christian Sparkes
Summary: Credits that made
me want to paint a picture
A simple film shot oil Bmm,
we see a man walking down
various streets until he finds
his girlfriend. The music
was a sample from a Bjork
song, which worked well
with the rough look of the
Bmm. The simplicity of "The
Young Couple" truly set it
apart. This film also contained one of the most pleasing credit sequences I have
ever seen. Very stylish stills
with an overlaid color that in
turn said "thank you" to all
the individuals involved. In
fact I liked these so much, I
would say go out of your
way to see these credits as
they are easily one of the
most inspiring - shots I've
seen all year.

Diverse and even a bit scary in nature, scenes from top,"The Young Couple (How Foolish), right. New
Vertiforin City," and left, "Marking Men" offer insight into the disturbing side of student film
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Lives of Is
Passion

your life hell on earth?

NICK CZEKURLON

ruled a no-contest, as Stone's
film clearly showed best what
student shorts are meant to
show
talent and promise.
The directing talent, coupled

Cord Arts

Arts

Editor
Katie

West

I don't know what gets you

going. Coffee? A kiss? The

possibility of making an

embarrassingly high salary
upon graduation? It varies, I
guess- what makes people
tick; what makes them want
to get out of bed in the morning. I think people who have
it down are those who are
really, really intp something.
Anything.
It could be soccer, political science- even following
Tori Amos religiously. Then
what happens is (well, usually), you yourself get utterly involved with your subject. You run laps in the
morning and work out at
night; you hit up the books
and then hit up the protests;
you listen with tear-stained
cheeks and you sing with
tear-stained cheeks. This
phenomenon of losing yourself in your passion was definitely on display at the gala
and the big-screen at the
Aspirations Film Festival
this past weekend.
I think this deserves
attention- students actually
doing something about what
they love. When speaking to
festival director and WLU
graduate David Henderson
(who was wearing a "Gettin
Lucky in Kentucky" T-shirt,
by the way), he said that he
and a couple of buddies
started the festival because
they realized that there wasn't really an arena for
Canadian student filmmakers to showcase their talents.
X nodded when he told me
this, but was really thinking
that I would just shrug, and
possibly pout, and resort to
still not having an arena for
Canadian student filmmakers to showcase their talents.
And then, at the gala, I saw
more of them.- filmmakers
and actors were scattered
throughout the general public- the people who had
necessitated the festival.
That
night.
the
Symposium was a place of
recognition and respect for
the hard work of everyone
who had contributed to the
festival in some way; even
visual
effects
wizard
Timothy Eaton showed up to
recognize the importance of
cultivating the talent of
young people involved hi the
film industry.
I keep thinking of the
movie "Office Space," where
Peter is confined to a cubicle,
and just can't seem to get Ms
hands on that memo, or a
proper TPS report. He suffers miserably all the timeniaking every day- yes,
every day, the worst day of
his life. After participating
in the festival over the weekend and viewing quite a few
of the student submissions,
I d be willing to bet that no
°ne
involved
suffers
through the Peter syndrome
day in and day out.
The student film "Dusty
Heights" makes reference to
avoiding the "grey twilight
°t mediocrity," and it seems
the festival, did just that. In
submitting- a film, there
were risks involved; of winning, of losing; of having
people love you or hate you.
But at least you weren't sitting there with a camera
thinking, "what if?" To
quote "The Unfortunate
Truth about Life," the narrator makes reference to the
day that "a fucking' roll of
toilet paper will outlast you."
But hey, at least he made a
him about it.

If there is such a thing as
hell, it would seem that from,
filmmaker Jason Stone's perspective, we are living- out its
existence right now in this
"horrible motherfucker of a
thing called life." Stone
makes it his personal duty to
diminish life's worth in his
titled film.
appropriately
"The. Unfortunate
Truth
About Life." The title tells all,
as the film explores all of the
that
make
life
things
(almost) not worth living'.
The only thing keeping us
alive, it seems, is the truth
that there is nothing after
death. "Because," says the
narrator, "something, no
matter how horrible, is still
better than nothing at all,"
After hearing- this statement, one might expect a
gloomy figure to emerge
from behind the camera, but
Stone (a McGill University
student) seemed in high spirits at the Aspirations opening'
gala when "he stood up to
accept the multiple awards
won for his film. The award
for Best Direction had to be
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with the thought-provoking,
film-spanning
monologue
made the jury's choice an
easy one in deeming it Best
Dramatic Film, and Best Film
Overall.
In terms of content, it is
unlikely that anybody will
agree with everything that is
said in the film, and"The
Unfortunate Truth" will likely leave you with more questions than answers. That
seems to be the point. It is
just one person's opinion on
the reality of life on the nonexistence of God; on those
bottom-feeding bastards we
call friends; on that illusionary thing we call love; on the
actuality that money can buy
happiness, but when it fades
we'll wish we never had it to
begin with; on the inevitably
of all this shit; and on the
Matrix-like statement that
"there is no truth." There is
no spoon
there is no
spoon...- maybe or maybe
not, but ultimately that is the
viewer's choice to make. The
-

...

director has clearly made his
choice,
"The
using
Unfortunate Truth" as a
forum of debate concerning
those things that we don't
often think about, or don't
even want to think about
because we'd rather live in an
illusion.
Apart from the praise it
deserves, the film does seem
to hide, behind a barrage of
expletives at times, leaving
the driving force of the argument in the hands of "fuck
you'.s" and "mother-fuckers"
in place of the argument
itself, Some controversies
Stone brings up are left
unexplained, or are simply
founded on cliched statements: instead of offering
support for their claims, they
wander off and end np insulting the viewing public.
That said, this profanity
criticism is small compared
to the overall effectiveness
and enjoyment of the film;
the language, for the most
part, actually adds tension
and emotion to the already
high-throttled outburst of
angst. This is one film that is
worth watching a number of
times over, so make sure you

see it at least once. If you
missed out on the action this
past weekend in Waterloo,
you can still catch some of
the films including- "The
this
Unfortunate
Truth"
weekend (Oct. 3rd and 4th),
at Toronto's Royal Cinema.
Check out the website for
more info: www.studentfilms.ca.
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This guy looks ready to jump.
Sadly,death sucks too.
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Opportunities
make all the
difference

Pursuing your MSW? A career
with a difference as a Canadian
Forces Social Worker can
benefit you—and those who
need your care!
We offer full-time positions for MSW graduates. If you
have your BSW, we can even pay for you to complete your
.
.
.
.
,
Aii
masters degree. After
graduation,, you si earn a competi.
tive salary with great benefits while you contribute to the
morale and well-b'eina of military personnel and
"
their 1 2 mili
~

,
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To learn about ail the opportunities available, contact
us today

Les possibilities
font toute la

difference

Vous etudlez en vue d'une maTtrise en
service social (MSS)? line carrier©
differente en travail social dans les
Forces canadiennes pourrait vous
profiler, ainsi qu'aux gens qui ont
heSOin de VOtre aide!
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Nous offrons aux detenteurs d une MSS un emploi a plein temps. Si vous
. ,
u
avez un baccalaureat
en service social, nous pouvons rneme vous paver
.
oour terminer votre maitrise. Apres vos etudes,
VOUS recevrez un sa!aire concurrentiel ei
des avantages appreciates, taut en
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Lynn Johnston is better, not worse
DAN POLISCHUK
Cord Intern

1993,

she changed the
a friend of
the Patterson's son Michael,
to incorporate him as a
homosexual. While causing' a
lot of uproar at the time
hundreds of newspapers ran
replacement strips or discontinued the comic altogether
she believes it may have
helped, Canadians become
more accepting' of others.
Today, Johnston says, "I'm
pleased with the change of
attitude in Canada. We have
to be able to celebrate sexuality and all its differences for
what it is."
As she looked back at her

In

story of Lawrence,

Stereotypically, comics are

thoughtless and stupidly
entertaining short stories for
the reader. Throughout her
career,
however,
Lynn
Johnston has drawn away
those stereotypes, creating
stories that have educated
readers about many aspects
of life for over two decades.
Born
Collingwood,
in
Ontario and raised in British
Columbia, Lynn was brought
up by parents who were
musical, artistic, and creative
people. Her only sibling, an
older brother, became a professional musician. And as
for herself, she got her ideal
job in 1978.
At that time, she was
experiencing success with
the publication of drawings
detailing her pregnancy. The
book, "David, I'm Pregnant"
sold 300,000 copies, and that
creativity led to her 20 year
contract with the Lynn Lake
Manitoba
Free
Press
Syndicate to create a daily
comic, which she would name
For Better or for Worse.
Earlier this week while
attending a book signing- at
the
Bookstore,
WLU
Johnston told The Cord of
how much "The Pattersons"
are based on her own family.
"My kids have moved out
West, and they're just now
starting to read it," because
of how many topics in her
comic were related to her
home life. Johnston admitted
that working on a deadline
basis is a challenge but a
challenge she loves to pursue. She plans on ending For
Better or for Worse after four
more years. "I want to end
the story while its still doingwell," she said,
Johnston, besides using
the comic strip to describe
her family life, has also used
it ■ to address social issues,
specifically homosexuality.

-

-

was excited to
be in the same
paper as Blondie
and Charlie
"\

8r0wn..."
-Lvnn Johnston, Comic
extraordinaire
career, when she
studied art at the Vancouver
School of Art. she comments
on the state of artists today.
24-year

Matt Benassi

Come on, don't be shy: everybody loves comic books, especially Lynn Johston's "For Better or for Worse"

Johnston believes with the
size of daily strips getting
smaller and trying' to be more
appealing to younger audiences, the quality of" work is
diminishing'. She commented
that to become an artist
whether it be a comic strip
artist or painter, art and all
its forms must be studied
first including- photography,
painting' and graphic design
before pursuing- a career.
When asked to rate her
career, Johnston replied, "I
was excited to be in the same
paper as Blondie and Charlie
Brown...Meeting' my heroes
has been the best part of the
job." It will all come to an end
though in four more years.
"It's time to end the story. I
want to end it right," she
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Vote for
Change!
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Coupland has a knack'tor
vvthis .popular culture,- savy.
wit. When.poup'lahd was
Hundreds of people' "packed, speaking you" could • see dif-.'
the- Humanities Theatre:; last., -fereri.t'-characters''"from over;
: Thursday; at The; University,;
yet;.the years come to
of r one thing ; that Was clear,';
Canada's . most popular, writ- /.although' his writing- has-'
ers give a reading- of his' iiew" evolved from his first novel
M6veV "Hey Nostradamus! s
"'Generation X",,there, is still
The reading- began with a th&t-hint of "Generation X"
Waterloo bookstore reprein the way he presents and
sentative cdming; out onto performs ■ for an audience.
the stage to give a brief biog- v After a few stories, Coupland
raphy of Douglas Coupland., began to take a few excerpts'
his introduction
In
he from "Hey Nostradamus"
described Coup land as. one of and began to discuss the
Canada's hippest authors, themes of his new novel. It
and then' out came a man was refreshing to see an
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DEREK IWANUK

Sports Editor
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who looked
though he
was an aging mafia hit man.
He replied, "Hippest? Good
god, I'm forty one." This is
Douglas Coupland.
Waterloo was the last stop
on his twenty-eight city
book tour to promote his
new novel. Coupland began
the reading by talking about
different events that had
occurred while he was promoting his new book around
the world. His main focus
was literary journalists who
had labelled him a pop culture novelist and how their
questions reflected that. He
told a story about an interview where he had been
asked who his favourite
Simpson's
character
iswhich turned out to be
Duff man- to his opinion on
music piracy, in which he
responded "Authors have
been, dealing with that for
years, its called a library."
These are the types of questions Coupland faces, ones
he doubts more traditional
writers such as Atwood or

author
and
interpret
describe his own themes in
his novel, which gave the
themes a hint of authentici-

ty.

-

The end of the reading
was the most intriguing part
of the evening. Coupland
had the lights turned off in
the auditorium and had the
audience turn on their cell
phones ringers, and this created a cell phone symphony,
which
was
surprisingly
beautiful and calming-. The
lights came back on, and as
as
he entered,
quickly
gone.
was
Coupland
Coupland
Afterwards.
signed copies of his new
book and autographed previous
novels.
Although
Coupland declined an interview, Waterloo representative Susan Parsons stated
that "having- Coupland was
one of the best authors to
come to Waterloo yet and
th 4 fa pefullj more authors

Sean Strickland and the Liberals will improve education for you:
Immediately freeze college and university tuition for ALL programs for
at least two years.
Stop deregulation of university tuition fees at WLU.
Expand post-secondary capacity by 10% and hire new faculty to reach
these 50,000 students over a four-year period.
Help Ontario's neediest students with tuition waivers.
Increase graduate scholarships by 50 percent.
Improve student aid by expanding eligibility and increasing loan limits.
Sean Strickland, ba '84
•

•

•

•

•

•

info@seanstrickland.com

746-2218

www.seanstrickland.com

You have a choice, vote for a
change, vote Sean Strickland.

